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CHRISTMAS PRESENT

IA GOOD PLACE TO EAT

RUMRUNNER

DESERTS HIS CARGO A BIG DAY IN

|

WHEN IN BANGOR

FOR MAINE BOYS

No. 44

ODDFELLOWS BUSY |! ACCOUNTING CORPN.ORGANIZED
IN LODGE ROOMS

Adjutant General George
McL.
{ The Shean Accounting Corporation.
Presson said Wednesday regarding
|a personal service corporation, organizthe work on the Soldiers’ bonus ap
; ed at Houlton, to conduct a general
plications, etc., in his department:
“ The clerks in my office are very
keeping, etc., Wednesday filed a certi
busy in the final steps of preparing j
ficate of incorporation at the Depart
the application blanks for sending I
ment of State.
out through the mail, which will be |
The capital stock is $10,000 all of
done on Monday, Nov. 1. It is hoped ;
which is common stock; nothing paid
to commence the actual payment or
-------|in; par value, $100; shares subscribthe bonus money sometime in De-, The beginning of the season finds ed, nine; directors, Fred A. Shean
cember and to have it completed by |the various branches of the Oddfellows I (president and clerk), George A.
Christmas so that those who wish lodges ready for the work, and some j Gorham, Charles H. Fogg, Houlton;
may expend it for Christmas gifts pne times are being planned for the I R °y F. Kent (treasurer), Fort Kent*
and all may consider it a Christmas winter months.
' George H. Benn, Hodgdon.
present.
! The Grand Lodge session h e ld ;
------------------Between 14,000 and 15,000 appli- recently in Bangor was attended by ; The Holstein Meeting which is to
cations have so far been received for delegates from the local lodge, and j take place in Houlton on Nov. 12-13
the blanks.
Many of them are the reports which were brought back |
*)e beld in the Assembly room of
brought personally and some letters; were very encouraging and interest- j the EnSine House on Water street,
contain several addresses so that to jng as the order is gaining rapidly,
and not at the Grange Hall as stated
date we have used about 13,509 one
last week. „
cent stamps in answering the letAroostook Encam pm ent No. 41
culture from Augusta. The prizes in the food she serves leaves nothing to
ters.
We
feel
that
we
are
very
well
;
On
Tuesday evening, Oct 26, a
be
desired—
but
of
course
you
have
to
the form of ribbons went to the follow
equipped for expeditiously handling meeting of the Encampment was held
serve
yourself,
which,
by
the
way,
is
The local market continues about
The Library has recently received ing:
much more easily and quickly done the sending out of the application : and important business was trans
Cobbler
the
same as last week with the price
gifts from Editor Chas. H. Fogg, and
than you can get service by the wait blanks and the payments when ready ' acted, among which was the selecting
Dr. James A. Spaulding of 627 Con First, Dennis F. Getchell, Limestone
ers in the ordinary restaurants. and hope that no delay will he oc- of degree teams which are to be : hol,bng up well with few offerings,
gress Street, Portland. These were Second, B. S. Barton, Hodgdon
Half price for a much better meal is easioned by errors in filling in the under the direction of Patriarch A. E. mostly due to rainy weather. What
story hooks which are much appreciat Third, R. R. Higgins, Mapleton
the rule at this cafeteria, but of blanks or returning them promptly Carter. It is the intention of the shipments are being made from 90 to
ed by a/large circle of readers.
Mountain
Qf
course you must be in for meals at to this department. The Wanks are I officers of the encampment to make a ; nn ,.ars per week
Mr. S. P. Archibald has presented First, Dennis F. Getchell, Limestone
fairly regular hours, as meals are not easy to understand and fill in and vigorous drive tor membership that,'
are from stored stock.
the fifth volume of Simonds “History Second, Colbath & Anderson, Mars Hill
served there at every hour of the day Jshould he attended to at once after , "'ill boost Aroostook No. 41 “ over the
of the W orld W a r."
Third, I. E. Kilcollins, Fort Fairfield and night. Perhaps the majority of j being received by the soldier boys.’’ t°P.” completing the work started in
The Produce News says that ire
Mr. Frank C. Merritt gave a copy of
Bliss
the patrons are women, though prob- j The bond issue authorized by tin Juno when the preliminary work re- many parts of western New York the
the “Statue of Legislation Acted upon
their corato crop is fading far below expect
First, Colbath & Anderson, Mars Hill ably a third are men, including many 79th Legislature to raise funds for suited in a large class takin
during the entire Sixty-Sixth
Con
the
soldiers’
bonus
was
duly
authordegrees,
of the well known business men, who
Spaulding Rose
ations. and that in some sections the
gress.”
are willing to get a first-rate meal at ized on Wednesday by ihe Governor
I First, H. D. Everett, Mars Hill
potatoes were so badly affected by,
Portia
Rebekah
Lodge
No.
78
The Maine Centennial Committee
a reasonable price and who are also and Executive Council.
Second, C. C. Porter, Mapleton
Oddfellows hall was the scene of a blight that the growers were compelled
presented copies of the Official Pro
willing to help patronize a good thing.
to plow up entire field:-.
Third, Fred Ashby, Fort Fairfield
-------------------successful affair in Oddfellowship on
gram of the celebration of Maine’s
Such an institution in any tOAvn or
New York— There was some increase
Russets
Fred A. Shean of the Shean Account- Wednesday evening of last
week,
entrance into the Union, including list
small city— or. for that matter, in any
in
receipts this week, especially from
First,
R.
J.
Libby,
Mars
Hill
ing Corpn. left here Friday for Wash- , when the annual roll call of Portia
of towns to hold local observances
large city, too—is certainly a good
Maine,
New York State and Pennsyland all other information regarding Second, B. S. Smith, Mars Hill
ington, I). ( ’. where he will take a two Rebekah lodge was held, which was
and most helpful one; but for those
Roxbury
months’
course
in
Income
Tax
Proce■
proceeded
by
a
6
o'clock
supper.
The
!
*)U
t hipments from Jersey are
the event.
people who really want to pay, and
Some of the new fiction titles are: First, Joe Thompson, Westfield
During his absence the business i affair was attended by a large number falling off, while the supply from
are bound to pay from $2 to $7 a
Long Island has shown little or no
The Bine Fairy Book
Andrew Lang Second, R. J, Libby, Mars Hill
will lie looked after by the Treas. Fred who were loud in their praises for
meal, this fine cafeteria probably of
increase
over the past few weeks.
the success of the meeting.
W hite Wonder
Contrary Mary
Temple Bailey
L. Kent and His staff of assistants.
fers few attractions.
Following the work a social hour Many of the farmers in the nearby
First, C. C. Porter, Mapleton
The Tin Soldier
Temple Bailey
States are complaining of rot and it
was spent in music, games etc.
Hustler
The Portygee
Joseph C. Lincoln
is
thought this will curtail the yield
First, N. I. Colbath, Mars Hill
Th e Light in the Clearing
Rockabema Lodge No. 78
In
the
passing
away
of
Mrs.
A.
to
some extent, although Government
Music
lovers
will
have
a
grand
Irving Bacheller Second, G. W. Kilcollins, Blaine
meeting of Thursday, Oct. 28. reports are silent as yet on this phase
Harris Porter early Tuesday morning,
Third,
Colbath
&
Anderson,
Mars
Hill
|
opportunity
to
hear
a
number
of
well
The Young Farmer
G. B. Hill
rouser. about S5 members turn- ; of the situation. Maine potatoes, whilq
known artists on Tuesday evening, hue town of Houlton loses one more
Wellington
Little Black Sambo Helen Bannerman
Nov.
9,
at
the
High
School
Auditorium,
j
of
its
older
inhabitants
whose
parents
ing
out.
The work for the evening, desirableinsize, were generally soft,
Oh, Money, Money Eleanor H. Porter. First, H. Watson & Sons, Patten
the
admission
to
which
may
be
had
j
were
among
the
first
settlers
of
the
the
initiating
degree, was conferred and, owing to theunfavorable warm
The Treasure Train
A. B. Reeve Second, H, N. Collier, Smyrna
by
securing
tickets
at
Astle’s
Music
j
town.
upon
one
candidate
who is now eligible weather, had to be moved promptly*,
The Young Physician
F. B. Young Third, L. G. Boutlier, Dyer Brook
Store.
■ Mrs. Porter was the daughter of to join the? large class awaiting tin
biles were generally $4'7?4.25 on 165Commet
The Tunnel
D. M. Richardson
Betsey Lane Shepherd, a celebrated Amos and ('hristiuna Putnam and was
next step upward..
ib. bag and $3.25@3.50 on 150-lb. bags.
Man Higher U p
H. R. Miller First, H. N. Collier, Smyrna
Soprano, will be the feature* of the i born in Houlton on March 1, 1S36,Past Grand
Hunter, who
attended
State and Pennsylvania potatoes
Spencer
Blow the Man Down
H. F. Day
were
rarely closely enough graded to
evening,
and
she
will
be
assisted
by!
when
the
town
was
little
more
than
the
Grand
Lodge,
gave
a
most
interestThe Colonials
A. French First, J. H. Marley, Smyrna
Mr.
Igor
Sokolof,
cellist,
IJien/.i
I
a
settlement,
when
the
sturdy
inhabiing
n*port
of
the
session.
Others
who
reach
$4 with most sales at $3.50®
Banker
The Upper Crust
C.Sherman
while those shipped in 150-lb.
The Niagara Book
W . D. Howells, First, T. S. Robinson, Sherman Mills |Thomas, pianist, and by “ The F^liono-: tants had none ot the luxuries of to- spoke '.cere 1). G. M. W. S. Lewin, who, J.<a.
graph with a Soul.”
j day and few of the necessities, and next year, will assume the office* of bags rarely brought ever $3. Jersey
“Mark Tw ain” and others
Rural New Yorker
____________________________
I
few today know of the hardships that Grand Master, and Bro. Mitchell.
long potatoes sold $2.7a'?/ 2.S5 at first
Coggin
Ernest Oldmeadow First, W. A. Margison, Woodland
‘
the
people
of
those
early
days
had
to
Following
the
work
of
the
evening
,
of week, hut toward the close it was
Knox All
Riddle of the Purple Emperor
Commencing Friday evening Nov.
emtenel with and the* way that the*y a delicious oyster suppt*r was enjoyed, possible to realize* ?2.9m5T3 on 150-Ib.
T. W . Hanshew First, Fred Nickerson, Bridgewater
5. the Oddfellows will hold a social i overcame the difficulties in those days, which \v;is pre*pare*el by Pro. B. J. Bell sacks, while some lots not closely
National
Martin Schuler
R. Wilson
every
two weeks in tlmir hall, to : She was married to A. Harris Porter who is “ some* cook.”
grad eel went at $2.65 (S’2.75 on No. l ’s
Blind Alley
W . L. George Frst, O. W . Sides, Sherman Mills
ami
$1.5(1^1.60 on No. 2's. Long Is
which
every
Oddfellow
and
R
e
b
e
k
a
h
in
ISOS
and
to
this
union
four
McKelvery's Pride
Andrew the Glad
Marie T. Davies
land
potatoes sold generally
while
is
invited.
The
best
of
inusie
and
'In'lKliters
were
horn,
three
of
whom
First, S. E. McKelvery, Mars Hill
Col. Todhunter of Missouri
survive*.
Mrs.
B.
B.
McIntyre*.
.Miss
a
few
of
the
more
select
lots
brought
R. D. Saunders
A meeting of the delegates from [ refreshments will be provided. Come*
A new totm calling themselves tin $4.25'?/4.50. The unfavorable warm
Young W allingford
G. R. Chester the different towns was held in the I and enjoy one of our socials and you Alice* and Annie, the youngest passing
away
a
number
of
years
ago.
“
Scrubs”
appeared on the Salvation weather compelled prompt clearance
forenoon, at which time plans for the j will become a regular attendant.
The Daughter of Brahma
Army
alleys
Oct. 27th, and clashed of the stock and $4 was about all that
Mrs.
Porter
was
a
woman,
who
like*
L. A. R. W ylie Farm Bureau Membership campaign |________________________________________
.........
1
'
1
|
many
of
her
day,
made
home
what
it
with
Captain
Farmer's
quintette. They best lots could average.
were outlined. Membership anfi dis
The W orld of Wonderful Reality
Chicago—Potatoes are easy: arrivals
E. Temple Thurston play cards were given out to member that even if her new organization can |should be and with all the cares and got trimmed two games out of three
not defeat Kennebec she
can make Jresponsibilities connected with her .and lost the pintail by 49 pins but that rather largo, with 125 cars Monday 90
ship
chairman
of
the
towns
represent
The Five-barred Gate
her work for the State membership j home, slm found time to keep up !is a small matter. They have the Tuesday, and with 345 on track, supE. Temple Thurston ed
championship.
with her social duties the work of her “ makings" of a fast team and will plies are plentiful. A large portion of
Following dinner reports by the
The Mldlandera
Officers
elected
for
the
ensuing
Church,
in which she was a very active put up some fine scores before
the the supply consists of green stock or
given.
The
Charles Tenney Jackson project leaders were
year
are:
j
member
and
the
many
responsibilities
season
is
far
advanced.
else too scabby for rapid movement.
potato
report
showed
that
six
towns
In September w e purchased two
Pres., N. I. Colbath
Mars Hill ; which came to one situated as she
Dow and Dunphy, the pride of the There was some improvement in the
4 additional volumes of Hastings “Die- had carried thenty three tuber unit
Houlton Grange clerical force, each demand at the beginning of the week
w tlonary of the Bible,” being the plots, twenty-one towns carried seven Vice Pres., V. A. Gilpatriek,Houlton i was in the community, a factor in all
Sec.
Tres*
M.
C.
Duff,
Houlton
of
its
life
and
in
the
charitable
work
had
a fine total, averaging 90 1-3 for : because of slightly cooler weather, but
“Dictionary of the Apostolic Church.” ty-four commercial plots and five j
Potato
Committeeman,
of
the
community.
tin*
evening. Give Wellie Dunphy a this eased off Tuesday with unfavorMany of the children have given carried five mosaic demonstrations, i
Dennis
Getchell,
Limestone
About
four
years
ago
she
suffered
a
few
weeks
practise on the maples and , able weather. The movement from
Edward
Rand,
Sherman,
says,
“
15
•
hooka for the children’s room which
*. paralytic shock which confined her to you've got to go out of Aroostook to Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan is
are eagerly sought for by the youth mosaic hills yielded 19 lbs. and the ! Grain Committeeman,
A. M.Smith,Ludlow
her home, and although physically in- got a howler who will shade him very fairly heavy, although many growers
ful readers who love “Alger books” 15 healthy ones 40.50 lbs. making a j
Soil
Committeeman,
active,
sin* took a keen interest in much,
and “ Smithy" Dow shows in these sections are holding for highand “Boy 8cout Series” and “Camp difference of 21.50 lbs. in favor of the i
Judson
Roberts.
Island
Falls
her
loved
ones
and
the
work
of
tin*
!
flashes
of
class. The two old veterans er prices.
In the Colorado section.
healthy hills.
Judson Roberts of
fire Girls” books.
Unitarian church, of which she was a .of many battles. “ Father" and "L e fty ” growers are also holding for higher
It Is very nice to have our friends Island Falls, T. S. Robinson, Sherman, j Livestock Committeeman,
A. C. Sylvester, Mars Hill member.
Lunt were away off form, but they can . prices. There is a fine country de^ remember us with gifts of books in gave figures showing similar results. j
S
The
funeral
will
tala*
place
on
Thursconn*
back! Lvcette is adark horse | mand for stock that is ripe and
Six hundred eight barrels Green Accounts Committeeman
these times when books like other
H.
H.
Ames,
Montieello
day
afternoon
at
2
o'clock
from
h
e
r'a
s
yet.
“ Jimmy" Nason was
the j sound, but there is a scarcity of this
;thlnge*|ure so much higher in price Mountains seed running low in Mosaic
Clubs
Committeewoman,
late
residence.
Rev,
F.
Dwight
Mowrey
primal
cause
of
the
downfall
of
the
stock. Green and scabby spuds sell
was located by the Farm Bureau last
than i j « y used to he.
Mrs. S. C. X. Stevens, Portage officiating.
“ Scrubs."
He rolled as though he at a discount of 25c cwt. Among respring and men in Mapleton, Wash
didn’t have a cent and couldn't borrow 1ported sales were one car Wisconsin,
burn, Presque Isle and Caribou pur
any.
With high single for the even-:$i.50; three at $1.75, and two at $1.75;
chased same. Forty-seven hundred
The Christian Endeavor society of
ing
and
an average of 97 2-2, he was i Michigan round whites, car at $1.70.
barrels seed carrying a very low per
the Free Baptist church, Military
easily the class of the evening. A Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan
centage of leaf troubles have been
street w ill hold a social in the vestry
single man ought to roll better than ! round whites, ripe, bulk or sacked
located for distribution this season.
ot the church this Thursday, Nov. 4,
a
married man. anyhow!
stock, $1.60@1.S0; green. $1.40@1.50;
Thirty-two barrels seed potatoes
at 7.30 sharp. The social will be in
The
details
are
given
herewith:
scabby,
lower. Early Ohios from the
were sent to Southern Faim Bureaus
the nature ot a Pie social. If you like
Scrubs
Dakotas
about the same with poor
for comparative tests last spring. As
autocratic way in which as President
come along and enjoy a pleasant even
271 stock selling down to $1.25.
Dow
SO
93
9S
a result of our work the county has
of a Nation, in* endeavored to run the
tag. the boys are to have well filled sold twenty-six cars of seed to
Dunphy
271
96
t '> 102
Spokane, Wash.— Yakima is ship
government.
pocket hooks, the girls are to make Southern men.
229 ping 30 cars of potatoes daily. Heavy
S3
72
S4
Lvcette
As we go to press the indications
the Pies. If you don’t like pie send
228 rain temporarily halted the digging
74
74
SO
The soils report by Judson Roberts
are that there will he a large vote C. Lunt
some one that does.
76
234 of the immense potato crop in the
H.
Lunt
74
84
of Island Falls showed that eight
polled all over the country, not only
Kalispell Valley. Potatoes have been
towns held fertilizer mixing demon
among the men hut the great enthus
Wm. J. Ormsby has sold, his house strations with an attendance of 229
1243
396
404
443
coining
into the new warehouse in
Tuesday marked the close of the iasm with which the women are
on Court street to Geo. W . Rollins of people. One ditch blowing demonstra
Capt.
F
a
rm
e
r’s
large
quantities
for a week from
political activities that have taken up interesting themselves in the election,
this town. Mr. Ormsby has purchased tlon was held in Presque Isle on the
239 shippers both inside and outside of
78
81
SO
a great deal of attention for the past and with such rights as they have, Crosby
Ike Connors boose on Lincoln street. R o m Kierstead farm, seventy-five men
242 the State. Growers are very well
89
78
75
three months, when the people of the they cannot help but being a power Chapman
254 satisfied with the yield, which is sur
79
Stapleford
77
98
attended.
United States cast their votes for for good in every community in which
293
85
Nason
99
109
prisingly good, both in quality and
A. M. Smith of Ludlow reported that candidates for President and
Vice they take an active part.
264 quantity, and while the prices are dis
87
Farmer
91
86
j u t take s look In at the world of thirty-one men in eleven different President.
Indications as far as can be fore
appointing the yield and quality are
amnaomonta a minute. H ere are the towna carried out spraying demonstra
The campaign has taken on a casted show that there will be an
1292
418
426
448
gratifying.
stars for the week of Nov. 8 at the tions. A total of 240 acres were different aspect from any that have overwhelming majority for Harding
M fin e
U T I I i The Bangor Young Women's ChrisW hile federal officers Whitten and
IV l/ a lV O I U I jI a tian Association has surely set the
McPheters and deputies Graves and
___
i standard, and a mighty high one, for
Barrett were patroling the road near
cafeterias in this part of New Eng
Mars Hill, Thursday, they sighted a
land, says an exchange. On Main
suspicious car and ordered it to stop.
street, in the building once occupied
The driver paid no attention and put
by the fine old Bangor Exchange Hotel,
on speed. An exciting chase followed,
and later by Bangor Lodge of Elks,
the officers Anally overhauling the
where the Association had its head
fleeting car.
quarters, under the competent care
The occupants abandoned it and dis
appeared in the darkness. The car
j n spite of the heavy rain and the and oversight of the Secretary, Miss
was a Buick roadster and heavily mud knee deep, 175 farmers and busi Mattie Hopkins of Fort Fairfield, a
loaded with 200 quarts of Canadian ne8S men from Davidson to Stockholm few weeks ago a new cafeteria, wholly
whiskey.
! gathered at Hussey theatre, Mars Hill, self-serving, was started, and the new
It carried the number plate 16-309. f0r the flrst Annual Meeting and Po- ness, neatness, smallness of price and
According to the State automobile tato Show of the Farm Bureau ever the finest of quality in cooking have
registry this number w as issued to held in Aroostook County. Forty-one been attracting from 200 to 300
Arthur W itham of Old Town for a different men exhibited fourteen dif persons to a meal, who go away so
ferent varieties of potatoes and three pleased that they do all they can to
Ford car.
Mrs.
The plates used on this car were varieties of oats from eighteen towns get their friends to go there.
Judging
was
done
by
C.
M.
White
j
Hussey,
the
manager,
is
certainly
a
stolen from Mr. Witham from a Ford
representing the State Dept, of Agri- j wonder. The quality and cooking of
In the early summer.

Farm Bureau Holds a Seed
Show and Annual
Meeting

Various Branches of Order; busineBS in
Making Plans for a
Busy Season

-o.,.

j

POTATOES

CARY URRARY NOTES

f t AON

MRS. POLLY COOK PORTER

RECITAL AT AUDITORIUM

J

BOWLING

TO GIVE SOCIAL

ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT
AND VICE PRESIDENT

Indications Point to a Large
Yote and a Republican
Landslide

TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES

Tenpin:

Tens Moore, Wanda Hawley, Elsie
Ferguson, William Farnum, Enid
Bsnnstt and Grace Darling, all stars
whom yon can depend upon for a
treat, and best of all, they are not old
and won when you see them, but new
flrst ran pictures coming on the screen
like a place of velvet
jibe patrons of the Temple have a
treat In store for them In the form of
Mnsteal Cemedy, aa Bob Ott Is coming
Nov. 18 for an entire week, and be has
promised no end of fun and amuse
ment.
Btid Haanett is back with ua again
and wflf appear In her latest produc
tion **Hairpina,w Nov. 12, at the

sprayed.
Eleven
men used Iron
Sulphate and twenty-one used blue
vitrol.
Seven reports have been
received showing the increased yields
were from 10 to 15 bushels per acre.
The Interest of the meeting reached
its top when chairman N. I. Colbath
of M ara Hill announced that Kennebec
County Farm Bureau had challenged
any two other counties in the state
to a membership
campaign.
Enthuasiasm spread like wild fire and
no man in the room would vote to
accept such a challenge. All favored
a clean cut proposition from Kennebec
so that this own state county with its
three year old organization can be
tried out against Aroostook’s 11 month
Old Farm Bureau. Aroostook feels

taken place for many years, in that
the great factor was The League of
Nations, especially article X, this was
subject of much argument pro and
con and with it the subject of Ameri
canism. The Democratic party look
ing to President Wilson as their model
and receiving the assurance that the
principles which were laid down and
carried out by him should be continued
by Mr. Cox, the candidate for the
Presidency on that ticket, while on
the Republican ticket was a man who
criticized severely the acts of Presi
dent Wilson, Article X of the League,
the irregularities of many depart
ments as to war expenditures, the
favoritism of the President for the
South in every instance and the

and Coolidge, the nominees on the
Next Monday afternoon, Nov. 8, 1920,
Republican ticket, although many who
have always voted the Republican the first meeting of the Woman's Club
ticket have announced their change will be held and it is earnestly hoped
of heart and will vote the Demo that there will be a representative
cratic ticket, while many Democrats audience to start the season’s activi
have announced that they will vote t ie s in the right manner.
Manager Adams of the Dream and
the Republican ticket, so that one will
offset the other. Professional betting Heywood Theatres is making a hit
in a way is an indication of what men with the dancing public as was shown
who have kept in touch with the by the large attendance at the Hey
course of events think of the result, wood on Friday night when he had
Jazz
and this has been done in favor of the Slavin’s Atlantic City Six
orchestra for music. The reception
Republican ticket.
In our next issue the result will be given these people was so enthusiastic
given in full and,differing from a state that they were booked for a return
election, the result will not be finally engagement, and they play this Tues
known for some time after the votes day evening on their return from a
, trip to the Northern part of the county,
are all cast.

SISTER MARY FRANCINA
The friends of Sister Mary Francina
were pained when they learned of
her death which occurred at the
Madigan Memorial hospital Tuesday,
Oct. 26, after an illness covering sev
eral months.
Sister Mary Francina was born in
Benedicta, and before entering the
convent was known as Miss Sadie
Allen. For some time she had been
located in Portland, coming to Houl
ton in August.
Her age w*as 27
years.
A Requiem High mass was said over
her remains at St. Mary’s Catholic
church at 8 o’clock Thursday morning
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TIMES

keep up roads for them to tear up.

mens, and none suppassed them

in

I

j

would far rather sleep under those

!

peoples across

ti

UntI'endly- BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

Motortrucks will be tremendously intelligence, enthusiasm and morale. white cross, s over seas. But th e y President T S
Established April 13, 1860
useful and the use of them will in- They went to finish the biggest piece ;
must go on suffering to the end. Sure- j ]><„•( Com m issioi/^v
•Seattle
A L L T H E HOM E N E W S
crease.
But
the
general
run
of
them
of
military
work
ever
attempted
by
,
ly
they
lack
for
nothing?
Do
you
i
dr
*
*
°
a>S‘
am
confi'
Published every Wednesday morning
’ t that the agitation because of the
may have to be made of a lighter mankind, and they succeeded.
believe that? Then visit them. hi -1 Japanese of which we see so much in
by the Times Publishing Co.

TIME TABLE
Corrected to Sept. 27, 1920
Trains Daily Except Sunday

i type. And their best use is in collectTwo hundred thousand strong. That quire into their needs, and help to the papers is a
From HOULTON
serious mistake. I 8.4U ’
ing products to take to railroad is a goodly quota of perfect manhood, supply them comforts. On the pro
i. in.—Per Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
fail to see the justice being done the
Limestone and Van Buren.
centers, rather than for long distance See them march past. Ten thousand cession moves Will the long line of
Subscription in U. S. $1.5C per year
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new construction in Maine, and then coming, two million strong!"
Two million strong! The best and if we ignore them now.
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when contractors were induced to ac
Breaks r.p a cold in 24 hours — Relieves
bravest;
those fitted to do the nation’s
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den, and as an additional slap at the
work of the State Highway Depart
ment in trying to give Maine good
highways, it was found that the last
Legislature had so appropriated and
. tied up the funds available for road
construction that there were not
enough even for proper maintenance
of the thoroughfare that had been
built. This shortage has now reached
several hundred thousands of dollars
and is a real problem for the incom
ing Legislature to solve.
Finally there have come the recent
showers which have been nothing less
than cloud hursts in their destructive
force, and these have washed the roads
of the State, especially in this section,
so badly that it will require a large
sum of money to get them hack into
shape.
Maine was just beginning to get a;i
excellent reputation for fairly good j
highways where once it suffered great
ly from Its poor ones. Let the Legisla
ture do everything in its power to rem
edy this situation and give the High
way Department the funds it needs to
continue modern road construction in
every section of the State, hut above
all preserve and maintain the enor
mous investment in improved thor
oughfares which is represented in all
of the 16 counties today.
T H E MOTOR T R U C K PROBLEM
The use of heavy trucks is in many
places creating a bad situation on the
highways. A friend was telling of the
condition that had developed in his
locality. The main road covering a 10
mile distance between two live towns,
had been so chewed up by heavy
trucks, that all ordinary travel would
go around half a dozen miles farther,
rather than traverse such a bad sur
face. He had seen a single heavily
loaded truck, which was probably
paying about $30 a year in registra
tion fees and taxes, do $1,000 worth
of damage to a road in a single day.
In some localities municipal authori
ties are becoming discouraged at the
rapid way in which their roads have
depreciated during the present sea
son. They are spending much more
money than before, and the roads are
much worse off than they were in the
spring. The motor trucks, tremend
ously useful though they are, are do
ing a let of the damage.
Highway authorities are saying in
many states that it will be necessary
to put strict limitations upon the size
of trucks, except for those that are to
run over brick, cement, stone block,
or other Indestructible pavements. It
is doubtful if it is economy to use
heavy trucks on macadam, gravel, or
roada of the ordinary country type.
They may seem for the time being
to cheapen transportation. But they
lace a heavy burden on the people to
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PAGB THREK

route taken by an Associated Press ; in from three to five days, following! other parts of Siberia, a daily struggle Verkhnp-TTdinav
vessels,” Commissioner Wallis said.
most westerly headIn the meantime while wondering correspondent in a recent trip across |the line of telegraph poles across the !
I desert. Three small inns and num- ^ ^ £undamental necessities of l ife ,, quarters of American troops of the reFree Baptist
how many years it will be before aliens Russia.
Jerous gasolene stations have been ,0<)d and (
cent Siberian expedition, and where
Rev. P. Clark Hartley, Pastor
quit coining across the sea at their
Although involving great difficulties
established along the route, and the , A day’s trip down the swift-flowing i travel over the Trans-Siberian railway
M eniiug service at 10.30 A. M.
present rate, Elis Island workers are
in travel, the cross-country trip is to Living God” of Urga, highest of j Selenga river takes the traveller
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
preplexed over their existing problems.
to into Russia proper again is possible.
be
preferred to the Trans-Siberian Buddhist priests of Mongolia, is him- j __________
Young People's meeting 6.00 P. M. The normal capacity of the island is
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
reached when 2,000 immigrants are in railway zone through Manchuria, for self the proud owner of an American
Special music by choir.
spected daily. Yet, on a recent day, there fractional strife between Russian motor car.
Choir practice Monday nights.
10,400 aliens were fed there. During
From Urga the route to Siberia is
forces— cossacks, peasant revolution
Tuesday night church prayer and another day the same week 11,000 per
over the low ranges of the Kentei
praise Service.
sons were detained in the holds of the ists, free hooters and bandit chiefs— mountains. The usual method of travel
vessels which brought them over, has kept the country in a state of con is by the Russian conveyance known
Church of the Good 8hepherd
while officials struggled with the work stant unrest since the comparatively as a “ tarantass’ a vehicle not unlike
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
of examining the 4.000 then on the orderly state of affairs which ended the old American stagecoach. The
Sunday Services
island. For two days the island doors
with Admiral Kolchak's complete country between Urga and Kiaklita is
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
m
were shut against incomers, who re
infested by native bandits and with
down-fall in the fall of 1919.
Also on the first Sunday In the mained on boats.
Chinese brigands who have deserted
month at 10.30
From Pekin the traveller may go by from the Chinese and Cossack armies m
The rapidity of handling them de
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 pends upon the aliens themselves. train to Kalgan, 100 miles northwest
^A^
a n d t a k e n to the 1
'ree life of the hills. m
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
Commissioner Wallis lias found that of the Chinese capital. Kalgan is the
Kiakhta and Troitzkosavsk on the m .
Sunday School at noon
*
some groups are easier to examine
great trade mark of north China. Siberian side of the boundary, with the
than others, while care must be taken
*
First Baptist
in separating the many nationalities There the camel caravans from Urga, Chinese city of Mi-ma-sen, form the
^A£
Court S t
which make the island conversation across the Great Gobi desert, dis once prosperous trade center of south
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
ern
Siberia.
In
the
days
o^
great
com
sound like that at the Tower of charge their loads of wool and furs
*
10.30 morning worship with sermon.
from the north, and reload with tea mercial activity between China and
Babel.
12.00
Bible School with classes for
Siberia
“
tea
miJlionaries”
men
who
for
the
nomadic
desert
tribes
of
RATHER FIGHT T H A N MIX
men and women.
‘‘If we mix English. Irish and Jews Mongolia and for Siberia. Before the made fortunes from one successful car
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
there will be a free-for-all fight in ten decline of trade with Russia, camel avan trip from the south, were as num
7:00 Song Service followed by ser
minutes,” said the commissioner. caravans numbering thousands in each erous as the war millionaires of today.
mon.
16
“ The English won’t eat with the Jews, left Kalgan weekly for the month trip The glory of Kiakhta, however, like
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday
that
of
the
caravan
owners
of
former
;
across
the
desert.
Caravans
number
and call them ‘foreigners.’ ”
^A^
jU
evening at 7:30.
Three recent additions to the tasks ing several hunreds of camels in each days, has passed during the years of
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at of the immigration officials have made continue to make the trip. In cross revolution and civil war in Siberia, ’
7:30.
more tedious the handling of the ing the desert the* traveller passes and life in the border city is, as in the i
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aliens. Much time is required in several of these slowly moving cara
viseing passports and the literary test vans daily.
which all immigrants must pass, also
But twentieth century commercial
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
causes trouble. Each alien must read progress and American business meth
Morning W orship at 10.30.
in one language before being admitted. ods have entered into competition
ago, Dr. Johnson originated
8unday School at 12 o’clock with In addition to its labors with
the with the camel carriers across the
his famous household medi
classes for men and women.
aliens, the immigration officials ex desert. In 1907 an American business
cine,— still
Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
amine every seaman entering the man inIp Kalgan drove a small Ameri- 1
Bvenning service at 7 o’clock.
port, even though he left it but a few ican automobile up the steep Kalgan
Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at day before. In the last eight months pass to the level of the Mongolian
7.30.
in thousands of homes for
plateau, across the Gobi desert, and
800,000 seamen were examined.
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
coughs,
colds, sore throats,
Despite congestion everything possi into the sacred Buddhist city of Urga.
ings weekly.
cramps, chills, s p r a i n s ,
ble is being done to make the treat-: Shortly afterward regular communica
The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday ment 6f the aliens on the island hu-1 tion by automobile was established
strains, and many o t h e r
I N T E R N A L and E X T E R N A L
afternoons weekly. *
mane. Babies are given warm milk j across the desert.
The Ladies’ Missionary Society meets and crackers. Candy, cigarettes, fruit j Today automobiles owned by busi
aches and ills, — grippe and
the second Wednnesday of each and other comforts are furnished ad- Jness establishments
influenza.
and by the
month.
lilts. Sunday concerts, with bands, j Chinese government make the trip
grand opera stars and others on the ! from Kalgan to the Mongolian capital
Methodist Episcopal
program, are held weekly. For those j
Corner School and Military Streets.
who cannot find a bed, 10,000 army
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor
blankets recently received from Wash
10.80 a. m Public Worship with sermon ington are available for improvised
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ sleeping equipment.
ised and Graded Classes tor all.
Ellis Island authorities are trying
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
not to keep the aliens in the holds of
Preparatory Members Class.
m
\ ^ v /
i i I # a
0.10 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting the vessels after arrival and are striv
under the auspices of the Epworth ing not to delay commerce by holding
League.
yp ships in that manner and so far
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service they have succeeded. But, no matter j Just as
Good for Calluses.
Money
with
vested
chorus choir
W h e n the body begins to stiffen
how fast the immigrants arrive, the j
Back if it Fails
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
snd
m ovem ent becomes painful it
examinations
will
not
be
made
less
Tuesday evening.
D o n ’t be bossed t hrough life by a pesky
rigid but will continually be made corn or callus. I ><>n't let a corn tell you la usually an indication that the
Christian Science
more severe, Commissioner Wallis whe n to sit down. Pon' t wea r shoes too kidneys are out o f order. K eep
large for you beeause a corn
IV: you
at Presbyterian
Sunday Service
these organs health y b y taking
must. Get rid ol' the darned thing
said.
Church, 11 A. M.
Aliens who are refused admittance—
c
m
l
and the percentage of rejected ones
FIR ST C H U R C H O F H O U LT O N
has increased greatly since before the
Unitarian
war— are returned to the port from
Military Street at Kelleran
Preaching Service regularty every which they came at the expense of
the steamships.
Most of those ad
T h e w o rld ’s standard rem edy for kidney,
alternate Sunday at 10; 30 a. m.
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
mitted
to
America
are
going
to
in
Sept. 19, Oct. 3, 17 and 31st.
R u n ous since 1696. T ake regularly and
dustrial
centers,
but
many
are
flock
8unday School every Sunday at 12:00
keep in good health. In three sizes, all
ing to rural districts and farms, the
druggists.
Guaranteed as represented.
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
Look for the name Gold Medal on every box
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W Commissioner said.
First Congregational Church
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MELTING POT OF THE
RACES BOILING OVER
Ellis Island, melting pot of the world,
Is boiling as never before, with the
greatest flood of immigrants in his
Millions more
tory pouring into it
are clamoring at
Europe’s exits,
anxious to come to America and
Congress will be pressed to quickly
enlarge both the physical plant and
working force on the Island to more
than double its present size, accord
ing to Immigration Commissioner
Frederick A. Wallis.
Since early last summer, aliens have
been entering America's front door in
unprecedented numbers. The problem
of housing them until they can be ad
mitted to the country has
become
painful to all parties concerned. Re
cently hundreds of immigrants
de
tained for investigation had to sleep
standing up, as the floors, benches and
chairs already were filed with the
backwash from the congested dormi
tories.
The tide is Certain to become great
er with each passing month, Com
missioner W allis felt assured. Steam
ship operators Informed him their ac
comodations are booked to capacity
for 12 months ahead. Government
officials announce 267,000 applications
hgd been made for passports in Po
land
alone, moatly
Jews,
while
hundreds of thousands in other parts
of Europe also were anxious to cross

MOTORS BEAT CAMELS
AS DESERT CARRIERS

1peel the Whole Cora Right O ff aod be
Rid of It”

An old-world caravan route, north
from China, over mountans, pass the
ancient wall of China, across the 7"0-

j mile desert of Gobi and through Unfoothills of the eastern Altai Moun
tains or down the Selenga river

to

Verkhne-Utlinsk is the only comparu- j
tively free way in to Siberia and
Russia from the Far East.

It is the

It' s ;i r t ‘ Y e l ; ( i ic in t<. i m i '! i .-'ij-'f'r j1. j--. j|
woml ' - rt' ul w a y that " t ' . e t s - I t " iiani.-h*
enrns.
S p e n d t u n minute.-;
that .: all
1
a p p l y - "!■
drop.-: to a n y . m u or . -. f 11u
Tl i e pai n will M o p i nst a nt l y.
In a >e
s e c o n d s tho c or n d r i e - riyht
up.
s<><
it lias l oo s e ne d so you c a n peel it ii«Y i
one c o mp l e t e p i e c e , foot a n d ail.
■' tJet-It" is sol d |,y all druytt is! s ; m. .tie

‘

iwrl-Vi*st' X-

,’"
1 :I
O'., <
' l iicayo.

LET A CLARION WORK FOR YOU
and see how easily every coojfcing problem is solved.
CLARIONS WORK
WITH PRECISION

giving uniform results from the
simplest possible management.
You need Clarion service.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor,
HAMILTON-GRANT CQ. Peelers,

Houlton, Maine

After five years it is possible to say
with Putin- truth that all other con
siderations art- second with Dodge
Brothers to the solid satisfaction of
the owner of the car
Dodge Brothers always have pursued
and always will pursue this policy, not
from any spirit of philanthropy, hut
because it is in the highest sense of
the word good business to do so.

The tire milage is unusually high

Hand & Harrington
Phone 27-R Cates Garage, Mechanic St. Houlton

ofcthe danger from explosions
when plowing in former battlegrounds.
Added to the prospective Influx of
immigrants from the countries of the
w a r allies will be millions in from Ger
many, who, as soon as the way is
clear, w ill seek passage to America,
the immigration officials have been in
formed by reliable and official sources.
“The immigration in the future will
be limited only by the capacity of the

ITCH!
FEELEY

Motor Car

The gasoline consumption is unusually low

M a m ie situation.
Frequently tho commissioner asked
the glieno Why they left Europe
Moat of them replied “N o money, no
sat,” he said. Many Italian farmers
declared they Quit their native soil

LB IG H T O N A

Dodge Brothers

Maine Ell!S f*d

the m m .to this country.
“Between 8,000,000 and 4,000,000
Italians are seeking domicles and
dtlaenehlp here and more than 8,000,
000 Poles want to coma over,” aaid
CeauMsatoner W allla, who attributed
the Modus from Korops to tho harsh
poatainr living conditions and the

tfMtRMat of ITCH. BCZBMA,
K IN O W O R M , T E T T E R or
•th e r ftobinc akin d iN u n .
Try a 99 Mat boa at oar rlik,

A" '

Sold in lloiilton and
recommended
as
the worl d' s best corn remedy by < >. I\
French
Son. .Munro's West Knd I n tm
Store.

BROADWAY

PHARMACY

Next to Elks Club Prescription Druggist

Main Street

*

m
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TRY TO BE THE FELLOW
THAT YOUR MOTHER
THINKS YOUR ARE

CL AS S I F I E D ADS

CL AS S I F I E D ADS
Special Low Prices on all Jew elry at

No

Osgood's during October.

Clocks

accepted

fo r

Repairs

oo

at

oo

Osgood's until further notice.

While walking down a crowded city j Cabbage In any quantity may be had by O liver T y p e w rite r For Sale. P ra c ti
cally new. May be seen at the
vtrovt
! P i n i n g 25-1. A. R. Cumming, Houlstreet fh0
the other ii«v.
day,
tr TIMES office.
28
ton, Me
I heard a little urchin to a comrade
W
hy
pay
city
prices
fo
r
Jew
elry
in
IV|rs. Nora T ab er received on S atu r
turn and say:
Hoplton when can save you from 10
day, by Express, a new line of Suits!
'Say, Jimmie, don't yer know, I’d be
to 50% by trading with Osgood.
and Dresses.
happy as a clam.
If I only v as de feller dat me mud- For Sale— Farm 55 acres with stock. Coupons fo r ty p e w rite r ribbons may
Twelve minutes to electric road.
be exchanged at the TIMES office
der f i i e a i am.”
,
. ,
2V2 miles to Gardiner. John O. Read. for any machine.
i
“ She t’inks t am a wonder, and knows R()Ute 14 Gardiner.
641
buy
Fountain
Pens
at
her little lad
|------------------------------------ — —-------- Students
Osgoods and have initials Engrav- ,
Would never mix w i f nottin’
Vie Carpenter, buyer for Mrs
,
. ,
Nora Taber, has sent the latest ed on them Free.
:
was ugly, mean or had.
j styles in Coats, Suits and Dresses.
1 often sit and tink how nice ’twould i Gall and see them,
Subscriptions fo r any M agazine or
i~ -------- ---- --------1---------- 7~77 ; 7 T I Newspaper may be left at the
be—gee whiz,
, Sale— House 5 rooms, bath electric TIMES office, where the lowest price
If a feller was de feller dat his mud- ! Fo.r
lights, garage, wide lot.
O w ner1can be obtained.
der t’inks he is.”
moving away will sell at once at a good
E. H. Maxell, 4 Fair street. A Valued Subscriber says “ E very tim e
So. folks, be yours a life of toil or un trade.
145p
diluted joy,
that I have used these columns for
You still can learn a lesson from i w a n te d by the Bangor Lum ber Co. a t ! selling articles, they have been suethe small, unlettered boy;
Sherman 50 Tie Makers.
Good cessful.
Try them. ____
Don’t try to be an earthly saint, with ! chance.
For Particulars write or
.
Ribbons for a Machines
j telephone Chas. \\. Bowers, Sherman Typewriter riiDDons to r a
eyes fixed on a star—
543p
,
as
well
as
Carbon Paper made by
Mills, Me.
____ Webster— There's none better.
Call
Just try to be the fellow that your
For Sale— The H all farm on Calais or send to TIMES Office,
mother thinks you are.
on ---------------------------------Road, WVz miles from town
Noodles Fagan
State road. Also hay, cook stove and For Rent— 75 acres of sod land fo r ‘
heater, horses and two cows. Tel.
next seasons planting.
miles,
81-12.
144p from C.
P. station.
Inquire of!
T A K E T W O G UE38E8
Augustus Parks, Tel. 354-W.
442
Put one hundred men on an Island Rough Pulpwood W anted. In large or
small quantities, loaded on cars, o n --------------------------------------------------- j
^where fish is a staple article of
B. & A. R. R. south of Houlton. Write Merchants and Professional Men do
sustenance. Twenty-five of the men or telephone Chas. W. Bowers, Shernot have to buy coupon books for
catch fish. Twenty-five others clean man Mills, Me.
1244 typewriter ribbons. Buy your ribbons
at the TIMES Office as you need them.
the fish. Twenty-five cook the fish.

We Give all We Can for What We Get
Instead of Getting all We Can for What
— We G iv e =
You can be sure of this when trading at this store. In making your pur
chase, you may rest assured that our aim is to please you—a satisfied
customer is our best advertisement.
In order to assure you of our
satisfying policy, we shall ask you to visit our store and convince yourself-

Ra di c a l
Reductions on Clothes

Twenty-five hunt fruit and vegetables. F or Sale— Nine room house, toilet,
electric lights, hot and cold water, Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
The entire company eats what thus is good cellar, good location, suitable for
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
fathered and prepared
one family or two, three minues walk work.
Inquire at office of Summit
So long as everybody works there is j from Square. Inquire at this office. Lumber Company, Houlton or write

244p to above Company at Davidson.

tf
plenty.
Ten of,the allotted fish catchers
W anted— A girl or woman fo r general W anted to purchase collections of old
stop catching fish.
housework In a family of two, in a
postage stamps, old envelopes conTen more dry and hide part of the new house with every convenience to taining postage stamps issued prior
make housework easy. A good place to 1880. E. B. Brown, 56 Chambers
for one desiring pleasant surround- street, New Haven, Connecticut,
but
ings. Mrs. W. B. Gibson, Court street.
9p

fish they catch.
Five continue to catch fish,
work only part of the day at it.
Fewer fish go into the community

Jp
!u

kitchen.
But the same number of men insist
upon having the same amount of fish
to eat as they had before.
The fifty men who formerly cleaned
and cooked the fish have less to do
owing to the undersupply of fish. But
they continue to demand food.
Gradually greater burdens are laid
upon the fruit and vegetable hunters.
These Insist upon a larger share of
fish in return for their larger efforts
in gathering fruit and v eg efa ^ tti It
Is denied them and soon tweinty o f the
twenty-five quit gathering ’fruit and
vegetables.
But the entire one hundred men
continue to insist upon their right to
eat.
The daily food supply gradually
shrinks. The man with two fish de
mands three bananas in exchange for
one of them. The man with two
bananas refuses to part with one for
fewer than three fish.
« Finally the ten men remaining at
work quit in disgust Everybody con
tinues to eat. The hidden fish are
brought to light and consumed. Comes
a day when there is no food of any
kind. Everybody one the island blams
everybody else.
W hat would seem to be the solu
tion?
Exactly!
W e thought you
would guess it.
For we repeat that you can’t eat,
buy, sell, steal, give away, hoard,
wear, use, play with or gamble with
what isn’t.— Selected.
O F F E N S IV E

A chance to own a desirable home of
N O T H IN G L E F T

7 rooms and bath, situated on
Judge— “ Have you anything to offer Bowdoin street, corner Maple, con
taining two-thirds of an acre of land,
the Court before sentence is passed on house contains all modern conveniy0U?*>
ences, hardwood floors, furnace and
electric lights. Price on application ,
Prisoner— “ No, your Honor; my law- to Mrs. Mary Drake, Tel. 341-4.
tf
yer took my last dollar.”
HO

|0llLT0j|

the useful knowledge that counts. No
education comes so near to meeting
the needs of the average young man
or woman as a business education. It
costs little and pays big. Right now
is the time to get it. New up-to-date
courses. O. A. Hodgins. Prin., Houlton, Me.

“That fellow
be shaking his
sively If I were
more expensive

^ J lo c / n e d c / c
a, 7
C C lo O e n i C c r

,7 / <v x.\</an a n a

“ 7

/ / tin / , y ' t

C > O e 'iy l/ i< n j

Coats
Form erly priced at $85.00

N o w $72.50

Form erly priced at

70.00

Now

57.50

Form erly priced at

50.00

Now

38.50

Form erly priced at

35.00

Now

23.50

Suits

S/ou>/ny o/f9/lia'-Jl1in f/o r
o n

Just Look at Th ese Values

Form erly priced at $75.00

N o w $60.00

Form erly priced at

50.00

Now

35.00

Form erly priced at

40.00

Now

28.50

Vneu.
\7

tn

Cl~f ib f / t c o c C .!

Silk Dresses form erly priced at $30.00 to $45.00
T o close out— N o w j * ^

the

back there wouldn’t
fist at me so aggres
driving a larger, and
car.”

AFTER EIGHT YEARS
Houlton Testimony Remains Unsaken
Time is the best test of truth.
Here is a Houlton story that has
stood the test of time. It is a story
with a point which will come straight
home to many of us.
Henry Beek, Bowdoin St., says;
“For some time I have been annoyed
by lameness across the small of my
back. It made me very uncomfortable
and mornings when I got up, I felt
lame and sore. Learning of Doan’s
Kidney Pills I procured a box at the
Hatheway Drug Company and took
them as directed. They quickly ban
ished the pain. I hold a high opinion
o f Doan’s Kidney Pills and am glad to
advise anyone troubled with backache
to give them a trial.”
L A S T IN G B E N E F IT
O ver eight years later, Mr. Beek
said: “I have every bit as much faith
in Doah’s Kidney Pills now as when I
previously
recommended
them.
I
haven’t found it necessary to use a
kldhey medicine since Doan’s cured
me some years ago.”
60c. st all dealers. Foster-Milburn
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
51
M etis# o f F ir s t Mooting o f C ro d It o r t

A i

A c.

Avenue, with about 2% acres of
fgood
” u„u land
ld,m 1adjoining
dUJU* " " ,K it. suitable for a
^ ^ i 1 agvr
^:pp ,y *? E- E ’ Burleigh or Mrs. I C.
^ewbegin, 60 Pleasant St., Houlton.
Matne-____________________________ 4,Up [
£arge stock of Alarm clocks
at
Osgood's, at pleasing prices.

r

C O N D U CT

asked

o t z '/i

It’s not HOW MUCH you know— it’s For Sale a Desirable House lot on Park

“That’s what comes of riding in a
fiiver,” sighed the motorist who had
barely missed running down a pedes
trian.
“W hat do you mean?”
friend, between jolts.

JIBo

Starting at once, our entire stock of Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Gar
ments and accessories will be at your disposal at greatly reduced prices,
reduced to such an extent, that you will have to admit their value alongside
other garments you see elsewhere

fn ttio Dlotrlot C o urt of tho United
S ta te s fo r tho N orthern D ivision of the
D is tr ic t of Main#.
In Bankruptcy.
I n M a tte r of
I
ldn w ood C. R a n d a l l
! In B a n k r u p t c y
Bankrupt. |
T o the creditors of said Linwood C.
Randall of Caribou in the county of
Aroostook, and District aforesaid, ban k
rupt.
t
Notice Is hereby given that on the 27th
d a y of Oct. A. I).. 1920 the said LJnwood
C . Randall w as duly adjudicated ban k
ru pt; and that the first meeting of credi
tors w ill be held at the office of Edw in L.
Vail. In Houlton on the 27th day of Nov.
A. D., 1920, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
a t which time the said creditors m ay a t
tend, prove their claims, appoint a trus
tee, examine the bankrupt and transact
•u ch other business as may properly come
Before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton. October 27th, 1920.
E D W I N L. V A IL ,
^
Referee in Bankruptcy.

•

/\ /\ / \/\ /\

and Plenty of Other Real Bargains

•

/\/yy\/\

/' A A A A /
V \A A /\ A

)/V V W
• •

V\A/\/\/\/

•

•

\

•

•

\/\/\/\/\/

Serge Dresses, Skirts, Furs, Children’s Hats, Waists, Underwear, Corsets,
Gloves, Hosiery, Baby Shoes, Children’s Dresses, Bathrobes, Kimonos,
Sweaters, etc., etc.

All at Greatly Reduced Prices
Betsy Lane Shepherd
/s

Variety

c o u in ic '

Value

Service

Style

This celebrated soprano wiH
appear in person at an invitutn-r.
concert- in the High Sell « i
Auditorium
NEXT TUESDAY EVENIN'!;
NOVEMBER 9th
She will be assisted by Mr.
Igor Sokoloff, Uellist and Mr.
Rienzi Thomas, i’ianist, and by
“ The Phonograph with a Soul”
The appearance of those great
artists in Houlton is the event of
the season for lovers of good
music
FREE TICKETS
Call, write or telephone us for free
tickets of admission. They will be
issued in order of application

1ADIES GARMENT STORE
MARKET

A s t l e M u sic C o m p a n y

n/V v V y Y y \/y\

."

v

V

S qU A R E

V V

v

\ ✓ \ / \ ✓ \ / vt \ A A / \ /

.

» » » •
• • • •
\ / V V / \ t \ t y / \ / \ / \ / \ /\/\/

EVERYTHING
IN LADIES WEAR

HOULTON

M AINE
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|than .‘>0 states will probably he repre- ports than exports, which is a great
they said to him. “ There is danger,
' sented among those who take the damage to us. We only have agri
M’sieur.”
degree. Thus it will not only he the cultural products to export. We send
Whereupon Mr. Fullerton took his
largest initiation in numbers ever car* large quantities of butter to
this
Out on Long Island, which begins at
tools
in hand and held a demonstra
i ried out by any fraternal organization country. We make margarine for Brooklyn and ends at Montuuk Point,
in the United States, but the most rep home consumption so that we can ex-; there is a wiry, brown man with a lot tion. He asked for a piece of laud, as
port as much butter as possible. Wo j of white hair. For some years his job war-scarred as any, for a test. He pre
Subscribers should bear in
Melvin Jackins has purchased the resentative as well.
A
great
amount
of
work
and
liberal
also
raise a large number of flogs and has been to do what other folks said
jmind that all subscriptions are Millar house on the corner of Park
pared and planted it—and lived. As
outlay
will
be
put
into
the
stage
set
export
large quantities of pork to Eng- lie couldn't, writes A. II. Folwell in
and
Fair
streets.
^payable in advance and the pator the buried shells, he was of the
Denmark never i Leslie's.
tings for the degree, the electric land and Germany.
Mrs. A. K. Stetson returned Sunday
Vper will be discontinued at ex
lighting effects and the music, as the experienced a food shortage during the j “ But you can’t raise that here," said opinion then, and he is of the opinion
from Danforth where she has been
piration. Notice of such expira
Mechanics building stage is the larg war. Our imports are chiefly luxuries j other folks.
still, that the high explosives, the
visiting her mother.
est
on
which
the
degree
has
ever
been
such
as
silk,
cigarettes.
&v.
j
“
But
I
do.”
said
the
wiry,
brown
man.
chemicals
with which the shells were
t io n will be sent out the First of
Mrs. P. P. Burleigh returned Mon
presented. A very attractive scheme
Housing Problem Acute
"Look at it.”
tilled
could
not stay indefinitely coop
day from Augusta and Portland where
toach month .
v,. decorations for the hall itself is
“ The housing conditions in Denmark : The wiry, brown man with the white ed up, hut must from their very nature
she has been for two weeks.
also being worked out.
are very distressing. In the last few ; hair is Hal B. Fullerton. The land disintegrate their metal casings and
Robert L. Mills returned last week
A number of Houlton people were
The big day will be Friday, Nov. 12, Years labor and building materials, all j where he persists in raising things, to eat their way out—-to the incalculable
from a business trip to Boston and in Orono Saturday to witness the
when the new class takes the of which must he imported, have been the agitation of people who know it benefit of the land.
other places.
Colby-U. of M. football game.
seventh degree. In the evening, after so high that no building had been done can't ho done, is the Pine Barrens of
W hile it lasts the Red Cross will sell
Horace Either has purchased the
and with the influx of so many Long Island.
the grey yarn on hand at the price of Bagnall house on North street, and the degree work, there will he a reception
to
Gov.
Coolidge
and
his
council.!
refugees
we are overcrowded as to'
It will seem natural to you that the
|2.00 per pound.
will probably occupy it this month.
to the mayor of Boston and members ('housing. Russian and Polish refugees man who had shown Long Island how
T E A C H E R O F T H E V IO L IN
E. W. Peterson of Milo was the
Mrs. Lawrence Ludwig left last
Mrs
Wellington
i
ot
tbe
city
council
alul
t()
tbe
heads
j
are
principally
those
who
have
conn
to
grow
real
crops
on
the
Pine
Barrens
Studio: Sincock Block
week for Portland where she will visit guest of Mr. and
Bamford on Leonard street on
Friday j ot departments at the State House. ;in. They find plently of work and are 1should have been asked
to go to
Tel. 434-5 for appointment
440p
friends for a time.
1 An added “ big feature" of the ses-1 satisfied to remain. We get out iron France and help restore, agrieulturalMr. and Mrs. W ill Burtt returned last.
Jasbn Hassel of the John Watson sion- j ust arrai,sed for, is the secur- jand steel for building purposes in ly, the war-scarred areas of the Somme
last week fronf Ashland where they
.
_____ ^
___ *----------'in s Ot' the Rev. Russell H. Conwell of j Swodon. Our coal comes from Eng- j and the A i s n e .
Co. re tu rn ed
S a tu rd a y
fro m
M ilo,
enjoyed a hunting trip.
Philadelphia to give his famous | land principally, althoughsome is now
Mr. Fullerton files no claim that he
where he was called by the illne ss of
The Snell House changed hands on
leetdre, “ Acres of Diamonds,” at the | coming from the United States. The is a wizard of the land. By study
his mother.
Money back without question
Monday morning and Is now being
HUNT’S Salve Mile in the
Mrs. A. M. Thompson returned last j Friday morning session, Nov. 12, at j latter is very expensive, hut wemust: and experiment he has come to lie on if
of ITCH, BCZSICA.
^conducted by the Mercier Co.
No regular business meeting ; have it.
pretty intimate terml with mother na- treatment
R
IN
G W O R M , T E T T E R or
week from Novfc Scotia where she has, 10” °'
,
, , . ,
other
itching
skin diseases.
In Denmark wages are much higher ture, and he has a lot of faith in her. Try a 75 cent bon
Mrs. Laura Palm er of Caribou is the been for some time among friends I ot tbe national grange can lie held that j
at our risk,
|
forenoon,
because
the
rehearsal
for
j
than
before
the
war,
but
the
prices
of
I
He
had
an
idea
she
would
not
fail
guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Briggs, and relatives.
L E IG H T O N A F E E L E Y
i
the seventh degree that afternoon will , to°d there have not gone up in pro-! France any more than she had failed
^Cleveland atTeet for a short visit.
Hon. Chas. P. Barnes returned Mon
occupy Mechanics building, in order, portion to the wages of the workmen, the Pine Barrens of Long Island. That
Fred Monohan has resumed his day from Augusta and other places
to make every moment count with I It is simply that the workmen want was his hopeful state of mind when
work in his blacksmith shop on Bangor in the southern part of the state
their share of the profits lost by them . he left for France last spring.
something worth while.
street, after a rest of nearly a year. where he had business.
(luring the war. Therefore, they are ; He was not obliged to revise his
There will be Tableaus in the vestry
Mrs. Anthony Carroll left last week
striking on all occasions and in all guess. It was the experience of the
of
the M. E. church on Thursday, Nov.
for Boston, where she was called by
m
u
niTD
c
u
m
?
f
f
K
T
Q
I
oeci,Pations0ur recent dock strike j Pine Barrens of Long Island all over ;
-the Illness of her mother, Mrs. Long. 4, to which the public is invited,
i*U K U U K o tll/ L Ll/DID tied up all shipping at our ports and i again.
j
Mrs. Simeon L . White entertained at 7.30. Admission 10 cents.
when getting ready for
The profiteer in this country is the was a great loss. This condition is
“ Ah, M’sieur, nothing will grow j
All of the teachers of the Town
vtejy prettily on Friday afternoon at
that
hunting trip don’t
retailer, and not the wholesaler, ae- the main cause of the uureSt over the ! here-” a French official said to him
•"Tea” in honor of Mrs. William schools were in attendance at the
. TT
_ ..
.
,
world. But the laboring men in Den-j pointing despairingly at the havoc of
sessions of the Maine Teachers Con cording to Hugo Rothenberg, a leather
,
!
forget your
Springer.
mark are intelligent, and they are : war.
George Newell and a party of vention in Bangor last week.
dealer of Copenhagen, Denmark, who .coming to see that strikes only injure | “ But it is,” returned Mr. Fullerton.!
Misses Louise and Marion Buzzell,
friends were In Orono on Saturday to
has been in this country for several |themselves ,and they are not so ready ; And it was. In a trench he had
attend the U. of M. and Colby foot who have been *the guests of Mrs. weeks studying conditions.
He says to strike as they were some time ago. spotted alfalfa. Nearby, a stalk o r ’
Francis Frawley in Bangor for a few
hall game.
that prices are much too high here. They don’t want the plants to shut two of wheat.
Mother nature was \
Friends of Aubrey Grant will regret days, returned home Monday morn |and asserts that, at least in the leather down, for they realize that the rioting . throwing out some rather broad hints,
to learn of bis Illness which necessitat ing.
industry, there will be no big demand and general demoralization when idle Mr. Fullerton saw them because he !
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel R. Parks en
ed his entering the Madigan hospital
in Europe for some time to come, as men are around only hinders them in was looking for them; not man-made
It’s the universal choice
tertained the members of the Court
for. treatment.
so many manufacturers there have making a living, so they are now sat- restoration, but nature’s own.
j
of all smokers who relish
The Misses Margaret and Marie Street Baptist church choir on Satur large stocks on
hand that
were isfied with the presentgood salaries . “ This land was never so rich,” Mr.
a good smoke—All
Chamberlain entertained about forty day evening at their home on Green
bought during the war.
1they are getting.
Fullerton declared. “ It has been fertil- i
o f their young friends at their home street.
dealers.
Prices are much to high here, and | “ Denmark is not an industrial conn-, i/ed by the waste of war. Everywhere j
The St. Andrew Club will serve
o n Friday evening.
the trade balance is much too unfavor- j try, as is America. We have but three there is proof that its crop-yield will !
A large number of members of the supper at Watson Hall Wednesday, able for leather dealers of Denmark i millions population, mostly rural. Of be big."
j
Aroostook Farm Bureau from this Nov. 3, from 5.30 to 7.00. 50c admis
and other Scandinavian countries to course, Copenhagen, with its popula- 1 “ But the shells, the hidden shells,” |
■section attended a meeting at Mars sion. Dancing at 7.30. Boys tickets buy up goods here,” said Mr. Rothen-! tion of six to seven hundred thousand
;
35c and girls 25c. “ Us Boys” orchestra.
H ill on Friday last.
berg at the Hotel Astor, where he is j people, has its manufacturing enter-! ~
~ ~ f
:
“
~ !
Rev. Thos. Whiteside leaves this
Howard F. Lunt has had a crew of
Write
Wednesday
morning for Mars Hill staying. “ Of course, if the prices get prises, and there are largeshipbuild-' tressed after"eating nor bSchTng, nor B r o o m e by our treatment.
•carpenters and painters, making re
down some, even to where they were , jug yards there, but on the whole the experiencing nausea between meals, for information
pairs on his Park street property dur where he will attend the meeting of
in 1917, we will be encouraged to ! agricultural products are the most im- Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures dyspepsia— j
T H E N E A L IN S T IT U T E
the Aroostook County Ministerial
ing the past two weeks.
place some orders, but not as the portant resources of the country. Our ir. strenthens the stomach and other |
_.
_
. .. .
. ,
i
..
t . i digestive organs for the proper per- 106 Pleasant Ave.,
Portland, Maine
W . E. Fanjoy of this town has Ass’n., and will deliver an address on
market now stands. It looks now as , form ot government is very democratic , rornlan(.e J th„ lr
T* kre •
Telephone 4216
purchased a farm in Pittsfield and will ‘‘The Personality of a Christian.”
though the prices must go down, for [ although we have a King.’
! Hood's.
all-18-25 si
The Wagnerian Quartette consist
move there as soon as he can arrange
people in our country have stopped
ing of two violinists, cellist and pianist
his business in Houlton.
buying shoes and are wearing out their! U N C O I J ^ S W A Y
Mrs. H. Edblad, who has been spend all artists of superior attainments,
accumulated old ones, just as they ,
W I T H UIC W I F T
will
give
a
concert
in
the
Opera
ing several weeks with friends at
seem to he doing here. This curtail-;
W I l i l lilo W irt.
Bangor, Bowdoinham, Lewiston and House on Tuesday evening, Nov. 23, ment will undoubtedly be felt soon,
j
Diplomacy finds its finest test in the
other cities, returned to her home last for the benefit of the Woman’s Club.
FOR THEM SELVES -------“ With so much leather in this j relationships of everyday life. Many
Do not forget the date.
‘week.
country the prices of retail shoes here 1a man who might get along very well
Friends of Thomas P. Putnam will
seem to me to be extremely high. We representing his country at a foreign
b o pleased to learn that he is improv
I are obliged to import much of the ! court is a complete fizzle in representWe have talked Jewelry and Silver
ing although still confined to his bed,
The death of William Carson of material we use in the manufacture |jng himself in the court presided over
ware
so much lately, that you may
which is gratifying
to his many
Littleton, occurred on Sunday, at of shoes, but still we sell at less profit; by his wife.
have
come
to the conclusion that we
friends.
than the dealers do here. We are { They came to Lincoln one day askcarry no other kind of stock.
On. Wednesday, Nov. 3’d, at the the age of 66 from heart trouble.
Mr. Carson was a native of York satisfied with a moderate return. Our i ing for subscriptions for the support
•dining room of the M. E. church from
shoes now average from 40 to 50 of a volunteer fire department
in
If this is the fact, let us put you
*.30 to 7 o’clock, the W . C. T. U. will County, New Brunswick, and early in
crowns for the lowest grades to 60 . Springfield. He at once expressed
right.
Our stock comprises every
life
married
Miss
Rachel
Richards,
serve a Harvest supper.
Price of
to 65 crowns for the highest grades, his sympathy with the project, says
thing that can be found in an up-toalso
of
New
Brunswick,
who
survives
supper 50 cents. Everybody welcome.
They are always made of leather,, Alonzo Rothschild in Honest Abe
date Jewelry Store.
Mr,, and Mrs. W aldo Small are re- him. About thirty years ago they never composition, ssch as is found in hut thought it best
befor^ setting
came
to
Littleton
settling
on
the
•calving congratulations on the ar
some of the shoes here. I believe th a t , down any amount to consult “ a c ertain
This chapter deals with clocks.
rival of a daughter at their home on North Road where they have since
the prices of shoes have reached their : little woman” about it.
Our clock department is guided by
lived.
R iver street last Tuesday evening,
three policies: first, to sell only the
Mr. Carson was a farmer, an up peak and that we will never again find , “ i n do so, boys,” he continued,
Oct. 26. Both mother and child are
the
quotations
that
recently
prevail“
when
I
go
home
to
supper—
Mrs.
Lin
most
reliable makes; second, to show
right and respected citizen and was
-doing well.
ed.
It
seemed
very
odd
to
us
in
Dencoin
is
always
in
a
fine
good
humor
the
largest
variety of fine clocks and
C. M. W hite of the State Department highly regarded by all with whom he
mark that in 1919 leather in the Unit- j then— and I'll say to her, over the !
exclusive designs; and third, to offer
came
in
contact.
A
member
of
the
•of Agriculture, Augusta, was in town
the best values in each type of clock
a loyal ed States was higher than before the toast: My dear, there is a subscriplast week on his way to Mars Hill to First Baptist church, and
armistice.
possible.
tion
paper
being
handed
round
to
Attend the Potato growers meeting, supporter of the Grange, being well
Styles
Last
Longer
in
Denm
ark
raise
money
to
buy
a
new
hose
cart.
■conducted by the Aroostook County known in this community.
We have the Stately Hall clocks,
‘Styles of shoes do not change with The committee called on me this afHis death, which was due to heart
F arm Bureau.
Banjo
and Mirrow clocks, Mantle
us as they do in this country. They . ternoon, and I told them to wait unThe annual meeting of the Red trouble, resulted after an illness of
clocks. Chamber clocks, Desk clocks,
are
designed
along
more
conservative
1
til
I
had
consulted
my
home
partner.
C ro ss was adjouned for one week to eight weeks.
traveling clocks in leather cases,
He leaves to mourn his passing I lines and the same styles are use(I for Don't you think I had better submeet Thursday evening at 8 p. m. at
many with beautiful toned chimes,
his wife, four sons, Lewis and Bvron j 8<?' era^ seasons. Oui firm is the scribe $50?” Then she will, look up
the Red Cross rooms, when it is hoped
all priced reasonably. Any one of
of Littleton, and John and Benjamin { largest leather firm in Scandinavia, ; quickly and say, ‘Oh. Abraham, Abrathere will be a large attendance, and
these would make a gift suitable for
of Houlton, and on daughter, Clara ; and we deaI. in leather both whole-: i,am. will you never, never learn?
everyone interested should attend.
any occasion.
now Mrs. E. E. McIntosh, also of j Slde and retad’ as well as being maim- you are always too liberal, too genMr. and Mrs. Fred F. Friable of
facturers of shoes of all grades. We , erous. $5";
No. indeed: we can't
Portland accompanied by their son Houlton, all of whom have the deep
deal
mostly
in
what
is
called
upper
afford
it.
$25
is quite enough.” ’
Horton
and
his
wife
were
i n sympathy of friends both far and and sole leather, and export to nearly
\|r.
Lincoln
chuckled
as he added:
town
last
week
by
auto,
the near.
all the other countries in Europe. We 1“ Bless her dear soul, she'll never find
Funeral
services
were
conducted
.guests of his sister, Mrs. Letltia White.
lmy all our finished leather in the 1out how i sot the better of her; and
During their stay in the county they at his late home on Tuesday at 2 p.
L
nited States, and our raw hides jj ghc does she will forgive1 me. Gome
m„ Rev. Henry C. Speed officiating.
viited the towns north of Houlton.
conic from South America. Of course around tomorrow, hoys, and get your
Jeweler and Optometrist
Littleton
Bertram Chadwick, who since his Interment being in the
this is the best market for finished $25.”
Market Sq., Houlton
return from France where he served j cemetery.
leather, and we are compelled to get
In Co. L. 103d regt. has been suffering I
our leather here, even at the great
from the effects of gas, after un- j
discount of our money, hut we arc
sn cceu fu l treatment In the local
T0
greatly curtailing our expenditures
hospital, left last week for Boston
and only buy now for the immediate
where be will enter the Peter Bent
The two outsanding features for the
need. But America has to come to us
Fast H<istun —At
Damson St., Mrs.
Bridgham hospital for treatment.
National Grange session in Bosfor her calfskins, for the supply here; .Wllte Wnodsford ami her children now
Millie Irwin, 2:05%, the great trot- ton, Nov. 10-19, will be the conferring
“ live happv and irrateful" to the kind
cannot fill the demand. This country 1nei ghbor w ho recommended I >r.
'rue's
ting mare owned by George S. Os- of the seventh degree on 10,000 men
was always a large buyer of our calf Klixir to them. .Mrs. Womlsford s a y s :
borne of Limestone, yet holds eighth an<* women, members of the great
as we are 1,,,,,n|,ai,J
principall} au
an agri- ‘ Mv ' - " e l s wer e out of order and m>
agricultural order of the Patrons of ■skins, uo
place in the winnings for trotters on
; cul’
cul’.ural
. hreath w a s had. I w a s shaky, all o\ei. I
ural country.
o l . „ , . r i.
. ,
n
.............. had terrible headaches ami it seemed I
the grand circuit this season, her Husbandry, and the great exhibit Ot ; ,.n
“ Denmark profited by the war. as (
£
1
1 10 ual- as ‘ had suffered years before your Pr. 'H u e ' s
total now amounting to 68,540. At New England agricultural products I
of >Elixir was brought to me After a short
that will occupy the entire exhibition I shfl had nuu'h to ex,,ort in the way of

OF L O C A L

FRANCE SHELLED
INTO FERTILITY

INTEREST

j

MISS EVA MCGINLEY

j

ECZEftA

HE SEES NO EXCUSE

;

i

S A Y

B. F . A .
C IG A R

j

J

j

LIQUOR HABIT

LOCKS That Speak

WILLIAM CARSON

J. D. P e rry

NATIONAL GRANGE
MEET IN BOSTON

MRS. NELLIE W00DSF0RD
SPEAKS TO MOTHERS

IVlicit is it that m ak es the
Home so ciieerful?

Lexington, October 12, she won the
hall Of Mechanics buidlng-to be open 1t00ds' But the rerPnt ,abor tro" bleS |
1 "-as myself again, my bowels were
2:08 trot In three straight heats in
entirely free to every one for fo u r : a,1<1 thp “ ’"sequent strike., hnve l »
» « « ;»;' ■
■
2:05%, 2:07% and 2:06%, without Hav<l
a great loss to our country. American ; n,ay ,n,‘‘M*st •%,,u u\ k ,,u '''7' ,1'‘ t nm
flays.
, .
,
, ,
since mv voungest child w a s terribly sick
being forced at all.
W e ail have
and it w a s a serious ca;
Besides all the other features of the j uml
sllll,s ln’" 1'" 1 >vi,h
Miss Pearl Haines, who had been
national gathering these two are suffl-1
“ " " " " H e ’l to so to other ports to your El i xi r to thank for elievillg he!’ uf
In Bangor a fortnight, came to Houl|he unloaded. For three months our stomach wo r ms . "
lo n Saturday and then visited for a dent to draw a huge crowd, and the
Dr. T r u e ' s Elixir, the Fami l y L a xat i ve
estimate
ot
20,000
Grange
members
i
dotk la,,orers were
"trike last Fall and W o r m Expel l er has done wonders foi
abort time with her old friend Miss
Our trade balance is very unfavorable, j Hlll(Iren and Kr mvn- ups since isr.i. I’leasW in ifred Hiscock, daughter of George brought to Boston for the event, not
In fact we have recently h a d more im-jant to take, mild in action.
A . Hiacock.
Many Fort Fairfield: t0 speak of the thousands not memfriends will be sorry to learn that j be™ of the order who will go to see
Mies Hlscock’s health has been poor,
show, seems ^ully warranted

she being confined to her bed a
large part of the time.— F. F. Review.
The New York Dayliight Saving as
sociation Is to present a bill to
’Congress providing for daylight sav
ing next year but in a modified form.
T h e bill will provide for the creation
o f a zone east of Cleveland for the
operation of a daylight time system
hut this will not be as long in opera
tion as the plans of the past. It Is
generally admitted that daylight sav
ing should not continue beyond the
first of October and the bill to be
presented will provide for an opera
tion of five months of daylight saving,
continuing from May 1 to October 1,
instead of from April 1 to November 1
a s has been the plan followed in New
York this year.

Announcement is made that the
seventh degree will be conferred at 2
o'clock in the afternoon and at 7
o’clock in the evening on Friday, Nov.
12. In addition to the great New
England crowd for the degree, 1000
candidates are promised from New
York, several Pullman carloads are
coming from Michigan and not less

DRUG HABIT
overcome by our treatment.
for information.

Write

T H E N EA L IN S T IT U T E
166 Pleasant Ave.,
Portland, Maine
Telephone 4216
all-18-25 si

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS

In The Houlton SavingsBank, Houlton, Maine

The following statement contains the name, the amount standing to his
credit, the last known place of residence or post-office address and the
fact of death, if known, of every depositor in the Houlton Savings Bank,
who has not made a deposit, or withdrawn any part thereof, or any part
of the dividends thereon, for a period of more than twenty years next pre
ceding November 1, 1920, and is not known to the treasurer to he living.
Name of Depositor

Mary A. Bulmr
Guy J. D. Nil son
Jas. Vr. Taber
George Gibson
Maria C. Durgin

Last Known
Residence
H<Higdon
Houlton
Hodgdon
Brook ton
Sherman

Whether Known
to he deceased

Dead

Date of Last.
Deposit or
Withdrawal

July
Dee.
Apr.
Aug.
Jan.

2::.
26.
16,
31,
21.

1ST5
1S94
3$97
1S93
1SO6

Amount
Standing
to credit.
$15.94
10.77
11.12
12.49
7S.S0

I hereby certify that the above statement i s true according to mv best
knowledge and belief.
L. O. LUDWIG, Treasurer

flowers make the
Rome Cheerful &
HOME— Be it ever so humble or rich
in splendor, flowers make it richer in
comfort and cheerfulness.
There need be no artificial empha
sis to enhance the beauty of flowers
or the message of good they bring
into this world. Even a simple plant
or a vase of but a few flowers will
brighten the whole surroundings and
the very soul of the disconsolate.
Nature has ordained flowers as its
gift of sunshine and cheer to man.
Flowers in the home will give the op
portunity for fullest appreciation.

Sale on Ferns during all September,
fine and choice

Extra

Chadwick
Conservatories />; JIi</h Str.
Hon lion. Maine

The Live WireFIorist
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years ago one of the Indian tribes
in the Summer to discuss with emi
called Chaynas got to drinking their
nent English counsel the preparation
Most people think asphalt merely
liquor, ran wild and killed large
of a formal draft of Newfoundland’s grows on New York’s well paved
numbers
of humming birds, bedecking
Much of what we envy in the artis Labrador claims as opposed to those streets and they little realize that it
themselves with the feathers.
The
of
Canada.
is brought 2,000 miles from a lake on
tic life of the Japanese cannot be at
Great
Spirit
who
watches
over
the
The coast of Labrador was annexed the Island of Trinidad. At the recent
tained by us because it is the fruit of
lives
of
the
feathered
kingdom
was
a national education of several hun to Newfoundland in 1763. Ten years convention of the
Barber Asphalt
angry and in a single night the village
dred centuries. W e must also, in the later, owing to difficulties arising out Paving* Company at the Hotel Penn
of the Chaynas was destroyed with
of
grants
made
to
a
number
of
persons
domain of pure technics, give up try
sylvania Charles \V. Baylis, Vice
every
soul in it and there in its place
ing to equal the Japanese where the under the French rule, it was changed President of the company, told the
was
this
huge lake of asphalt. So the
perfection attained by them depends to Canadian jurisdiction. In 1S09 it romantic story of the island, where
Indians
think
that the lake is haunted
on natural products of the country was again transferred to Newfound Columbus landed on his third voyage
that it is composed of the bodies
land
and
has
since
been
attached
to
that our own does not possess. Just
away back in the fifteenth century
and souls of these wicked people who
as the production of the beautiful Jap this colony.
and discovered the lake.
lifted their hands against the sacred
The difficulty arises over different
anese lacquers is directly dependent
“ When Columbus landed on the humming bird.
on the raw material furnished them interpretations of the words “ coast of island his ships were in a bad condi
“ Robinson Crusoe’s Man Friday
One view is that New tion and the lake was a great find,"
by their own flora, so also the prep Labrador.”
came from Trinidad, and the real
aration of their paper depends on the foundland can claim only the coast be said Mr. Barber. “ Columbus used the
Crusoe Island, Tobago, is just a little
incomparable quality .of the material tween Blanc Sablon and Cape Chidley, natural product,
which he called j north of Trinidad."
found in the bark of plants and mul with perhaps a half a mile inland, and , ‘pitch,’ to caulk his ships.
It is j
that the rest of Labrador belongs to interesting to note that he named the j
berry trees that grows in their soil.
As defined in the letters
The Japanese plants are distinguish Canada.
Island of Trinidad, which means j
patent
constituting
the office of Gover
ed not alone by the advantages offered
Trinity, because of the three mountain j
by the raw material. W e must also nor of Newfoundland, the boundary peaks which first met his eye on the I
take Into account the mode of prepara was described as a line drawn between horizon. One can imagine that this (| A curious story is told of an exportion, which in the course of the trans Blanc Sablon and Cape Chidley, which landmark looked very good to him j! ience of the United States torpedo
formation of the flexible but strong would pass through the ocean in cer after his long voyage and to his boat destroyer Broom at Kiel.
The
tissue, does not cut up the cells but tain sections and leave large areas of religious nature called to mind the i vessel received a wireless message
softens them and separates their fibers the coast to the westward of the line Holy Trinity.
j instructing her to proceed to the Balby beating and stamping, as formerly, and therefore not under Newfoundland
“One hundred years later Sir Walter j tic in order to render assistance to
before the introduction of machinery, jurisdiction.
Raleigh visited Trinidad and once ; the United States battleship PittsMany Newfoundland officials hold to
w e treated flax.
more
the lake did service in mending burgh, which was ashore When the
The kodsu is one of the six most the view that the correct delimitation boats. He wrote in his dairy that he Broom reached the end of the Kiel
important plants whose bark is used was made in a sessional paper issued found it ‘most excellent good and canal another wireless was received
for paper. The shoots of the first in this colony in 1864. Under the melteth not in the sun.’ Many, many stating that the Pittsburgh was afloat
year are barked and after the leaves phraseology of this document New years after this the product, almost again, and instructing the Broom to
have been removed furnish strips of foundland would be entitled to thou in its original state, was put to use by remain at Kiel.
several yards in length which are cut sands of square miles of the interior a process developed by a
Belgian
The officer commanding the torpedo
into lengths of about a yard and tied of the Labrador peninsula in addition named Schmedt.
boat destroyer applied to the German
to
the
coast.
into bundles. The bark is softened in
“ The surface of the lake looks like
running water and then gently boiled
an elephant’s wrinkled hide. Enough
S H E R I F F ’S S A L E
in water containing wood ashes. It is
asphalt has been taken from it in the Aroostook ss.
then treated with channeled mallets
Taken this............... day of October,
Thirty-six years ago a telegraph j last fifty years to pave a street eighon thick wooden planks. The product
1920, on an execution dated August 10,
!
teen
feet
wide
and
running
clear
bracket and insulator was nailed to a
1920, issued on a judgment rendered
is twisted and turned frequently under
Douglas fir tree near Avcata, Cal. A j around the world and yet its surface by the Supreme Judicial Court for
water until it becomes a pulpy mass.
few years later a falling branch badly has been lowered less than a foot. It the county of Penobscot, at a term
This pulp finally reaches the artisan,
damaged it and the wire which it had is in a constant state of gentle agita thereof begun and held at Bangor
who transform;! it into paper by the
within and for said county of Penobs
been supporting was removed. The tion, being of volcanic formation, and cot, on the first Tuesday of April. 1920,
method which we have, so to speak,
if
you
plunge
a
stick
into
it
uprightly
tree was growing thriftily, adding
in favor of Frank E. Blodgett of Sunabandoned in our manufacture. The
every Summer to its diameter a new today tomorrow the piece of wood has cook in the State of New Hampshire,
fibers are fastened together, not with
and against Charles A. Shannon of
layer of woody material and this disappeared.
animal glue, but with a cement made
Macwahoc Plantation in said countv
“
The
Indians
have
a
fascinating
growth gradually pushed out around
of Aroostook, for One Thousand
of the roots of certain plants.
the bracket on all sides, leaving it legend about the origin of this body of Dollars, debt or damage, and will be
W ith the aid of a rectangular sieve
asphalt. On the Island of Trinidad sold at public auction at the office of
buried in the tree trunk.
o f'v e ry fine bamboo fibers the neces
A t the end of twenty-six years the there are large numbers of humming Archibalds, in Houlton, in said county
sary quantity of pulp is removed and
tip of the glass insulator finally disap birds. The island in the Indian of Aroostook, the shire town of said
county of Aroostook, on the twentieth
after all the water has filtered through
peared from view and the only trace language is called ‘Iere,’ which means day of December, 1920, at two o’clock
the sieve the leaf is partly dried, af
of it that could still be seen was a humming bird. Many hundreds of in the afternoon, the following des
ter which it is rubbed with a soft
cribed real estate, and all the right,
scarcely noticeable lump which looked
instrument on a plank and exposed
title and interest which the said
like nothing more than a healed over
N O T IC E BY C O M M IS S IO N E R S
Charles A. Shannon has in the same,
to the sun until completely dried, when
branch tub, says a writer in The AmerHoulton, Me. Oct. 13, 1920 to wit: one-eighth in common and un
it is easily detached from the plank.
j ican Forestry Magazine. A few weeks Aroostook ss.
divided of the four following parcels
Japanese paper has many uses for
We, the undersigned, having been of real estate as follows:
ago the tree was felled and the wood
duly appointed by the Honorable
which our paper is not fitted. It re
1st: a certain tract in said Macwahoc
! manufactured into barrel staves. The Nicholas Fessenden. Judge of Probate
Plantation, beginning at a stake, be
places in a surprising manner our win
j screech of the saw which happened to j within and for said County, Commis ing the southeast corner of
the |
dow glass, the manufacture of which
! graze the edge of the glass called at- j sioners to receive and decide upon the Draham Lot, so called, thence south I
has only recently been introduced into
i tention to this unusual fossil.
j claims of the creditors of Alba G. eighty six rods to land now or former- j
Walker late of Houlton in said County,
Japan.
j
On splitting open the stove bolt the ; deceased, whose estate has been rep ly of Willard Howard, thence east !
sixty four rods, thence north eightv !
Domestic economy and costume
j story became clear in its details. The ; resented insolvent, hereby give public six roils, themce west sixty
four• rods
make innumerable uses of paper. Ex- j
j clearly defined annual rings of
the ! notice agreeably to the order of said to fii•st monthnned hounds. bein g tile
tended in the form of cord it has as
Judge
of
Probate,
that
six
months
sa me conveye< 1 to Nealy Sihanmon by
Jrapidly growing tree forms an unim- i
from and after the third Tuesday of
tonishing strength. Gilt and cut in
peachable historical record. The wood 1August, 192f> have been allowed to John Fstes Irv deed dated Sepit. 29.
1805. recorded rji the A rootst ook Regto narrow strips it is used as em
I of the insulator bracket is still in good said Creditors to present and prow ist rv of Ifeeds at Houlton in Y<)I. 29.
broidery. To it the Japanese braids
|condition, and the oak of which it was their claims, and that we will attend Page 2<H.
owe their gentle brilliancy and that
2n<1: the •'(>!lowing; p a r e 1 in said
made received an unintentional preser-' to the duty assigned us at the office
of Aaron A. Putnam in said Houlton
delicacy imparted to medieval silks by
vative treatment, having been thor on the eight day of November. 1920 Mam,,‘ahoc Ri.i atation: Commenc rig at
Neal Shamir,' s northwest i■orne r and
their filaments of Cypress gold. Its
oughly impregnated with the resin of and the seventeenth day of February, runni ng west <me hundred v<nds to line
incomparable constitution is closely
the urrounding fir. The interesting 1921 at two o clock in the afternoon of t! !'' late Charles Kim ball's; ]<it.
connected with the Japanese arts of
t hep, •e running south on salid li tie to
specimen went to the wood collection of each of said davs.
GEORGE A. GORHAM
writing and painting, both of which
t h e 1Soule r lot , tlll'llre mu • hu;a d r< ■>
of the forestry division of the Uni
AARON A. PUTNAM
reds eas* to :N’rgl Shannon '< Cl inn"',
use the soft brush where we employ
versity of California.
342
Commissioners. thr;;c e SOUth to the tirst nielli iugee
the pen or pencil. The paper, rapidly
bournis, being t h e s a m e m U\ey,•■d
absorbing India ink, enables the
Sha tin* m I y Urank I’. K imb; ill
writer to use his brush more freely
de e d dated De. a V WW. am! r■■ci■.rde.i
in sa id Resist! ■y in Vol, 79. Fag, ; .v:.
and lightly on its surface than we can
3rd : the fn! lowing i a reel ! ’ 1 sad
use our implements.
Marw almr I’hmtatimi bout Hled a' .!
'hi d as f<.11..v s: on the1 non h bv
the <■harles la Kimball lot . on the
east 1>y th" We sir\ W. Kind' all h>t. on i
file SI;>uth by at lot of hum1 no'w . 1 r j
lorme rly orrupi ed by Margar. •t O'! {oak. ;
Recent surveys of Labrador which
and ->n the w••st by the Molu nkus ;
st reai n. being the same convey. ■d to
have disclosed immense resources of
Nea 1\ Shannon by Isabelle 1 s t * •veils :
timber suitable for pulp and paper
by dee.l dated Sept. 29. 1S9'7. and remanufacture have led to a revival of
corde<J in said Registry in Vol. 165. 1
efforts to bring about a determina
Rage 152.
i
4th: File eas t half of Lot mini! >••]•<■d 1
tion of the boundary line
between
sixty four and .a part of the west half j
Newfoundland and the Canadian pro
of lot number*:■d sixty four a for. •said 1
vince of Quebec.- This line has never
in Sit erman in said county of A roos- i
boon laid down by actual survey and
took. bounded easterly by tile road
leadin u from said farm to land now i
Its various definitions, as given
in
or foi •merly of Charles A. Robinson. \
documents issued at intervals in the
south* •rly and westerly by land now
last century and a half are so vague
BEST FOR HOME SHINES
or for merly of Hiram G. Sic•open and
that government officials do not know
north*•rly by the road lead ing from ;
SAVE THE LEATHER
said Sleeper's to George If. Dunlmr. ;
just how mfleh of Labrador belongs-!*
THE BIG VALUE PACKAGES
being th*» same conveyed to Neil j
to Newfoundland and how much to
For Black, Tan, Ox Blood, Dark Brown
Shann on by Ole Hanson by *hced *1atod ;
Canada.
and White Shoes
P A S T E S A N D L IQ U ID S
May 13. 1895. and recorded in said !
BUFFALO,
N.
Y.
1
THE F. F. DALLEY CORPORATIONS LTD..
That Labrador is rich in many nat
Regist ry in Vol1. 150. Rage 152.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ K K E s flE fl
Also all the right, title and interest
ural resources, Including enormous
of the said Charles A. Shannon in and
waterpower, has long been known, but
to a certain lot of land in Township
the: practicability of utilizing its for
One, Range Four in said county of
ests for paper making was not dem
Aroostook, being the same lot bought
of F. K. Libbey April 22, 1880. record
onstrated until the world-wide paper
ed in said Registry in Vol. 69. Rage
shortage led to exhaustive investiga
23, being a part of Lot one hundred
tion of the territory. This resulted
and twelve as surveyed by Frank
In applications by promoters to the
Martin, also Lot one hundred and
Newfoundland government for timber
sixteen in said Township One Range
Four, the aforesaid being the same
limits In Labrador. As these could not
conveyed to Charles A. Shannon by
he acted upon until it was determined
Melville Johnson by deed dated Nov.
whether Newfoundland owned the
26, 1889. and recorded in said Registry
land In question, representatives of
in Vol. 119, Page 309.
this colony were sent to London late
Deputy Sheriff.

COLUMBUS FOUND ASPHALT

JAPANESE CUNG TO OLD
K iUOD IN MAKING PAPER

DEFIES THREAT TO
|
FIRE ON U. S. SHIP

INSULATOR IN TREE

naval authority at Kiel for berthing
accommodation in t h e harbor. The
German admiral in command refused
to grant this, pointing out that the
United S t a t e s was still at war with
Germany.
The American officer replied that he
had orders to stay in Kiel.
“ If you do I shall open fire,” was the
German admiral's response.
“ Open fire if you like," tin1 American
retorted, “ but here I stay until 1 am
blown out of the wafer."

Poles, and millions of Germans and
others are said to be preparing to
enter Uncle Sam's domains as soon
as possible. The immigration prob
lem is on this country once more in
full force, and Government officials
a r e having a difficult task in handling
the newcomers. The steadily increas
ing arrivals inspected at Ellis Island,
New York Harbor, from January 1 to
September 23, 1920. totaled 417,S76,
distributed through the months as
follows:

Immigration to the United States
from the Old World, which aggregat
ed over 1,000,uni) persons yearly in
the pre-war period, but fell off to near
ly nothing during the World War, has
since the armistice, had a great re
vival, and now new larg hosts of aliens
are seeking refuge in this country.
Nearly 4,000,000 Italians, 3,000,000

January 24.992: February 24.032;
March 29,4f>7; April 40.183; May 44,1"3: June 49.786; July 36.105;August
37.874; September 86,395.
The September figures nearly doubl
ed those of all previous months since
the war, and exceeded some of the
monthly records during the rush days
before the war.

all well

What a relief to come home at night after a hard day's work
and find all the family well and in good spirits How differ
ent from those days and nights of anxiety when the wife or
little one was so sick and distressed; when the depressing in
fluence of doctor or nurse and increased expense added to the
burdens of life. Very often these serious illnesses may be
prevented by having a really reliable family remedy at hand
to cleanse the system of any unhealthy accumulations in the
stomach or bowels.
Cet a bottle from your dealer today, sixty doses for fifty
cents. Satisfaction guaranteed. “ L. I V * Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.

M

Tell your mother

K emps Balsam
will stop that cough, Bill. M y
mother gives it to me when I g e t
a cough, and you don't hear me
coughing all the tim e."
And Johnnie is right, too. /
Get a bottle now from your
druggist.

J

LE R OY. N. Y .

LABRADOR BOUNDARY
STILL IN DISPUTE

SHOE POLISHES

All That are Left

o f a large stock o f second-hand

---------------------- c a r s _______________

liyclev

In ilmnit

Hi, SnsMi, SKCttsfui
— M e t 1 8 7 9 — m over 4 0 0 .0 0 0
esses. M ethods rational and hu*
b u m , health alw ays im proved.

No nausea, sickness or bad
after effects— nothing he
roic”. N o confinement or public
ity. Pleasant surroundings, ideal lo
cation, complete equipment. Special
privacy for women. All business and
correspondence strictly confidential.

MONEY

Each
1917 Reo 1916 Dodge
1920 Ford S f e . $350
W ill b e sold at a bargain to
close out

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
623 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
Cor. of MmIIm Strut Tilephana 5470

P O R T LA N D r s MAINE
The t a b « m ia Main*. N «w Hampshire
or Varmont and aaaraat to
Maritim Province*

Hand & H arrington
Cates Garage, Houlton, Maine

FOR

THE

FARM ER

P o ta to G r a d e r
Will Save Time an<
P o t a t o e s . <JN<
machine on the mar
ket can d o fs u c 1
rapid work and d<
it so w e 11.
haveg s o m e w i 11
motors,
Call anc
let us show you.

Ja m e s S.
Peabody
Bangor Street
Houlton, Me.
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! and a member of the Sigma Nu fraHe is taking a medical pre
course.
To mention Aroostook County is to i George F. Russell of Houlton is a
call up a large and growing body of member of Delta Kappa Epsilon. He
Bowdoin supporters, says the Bovvdoin graduated from Houlton High School
Orient. For its alumni are among the *n *919.
Edmond J. Sirois of Eagle Lake is
most devoted of the college and have
always contributed largely, not only j taking a medical preparatory course.
to the welfare of their Alma Mater. He is pledged to the Phi Clu medical
but also to the best interests of the fraternity.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY
1ternity.
MEN AT BOWDOIN paratory

Class of 1924

State.
The following compilation will
show present Aroostook men in a
variety of interests, such as the Stu
dent Council, Athletic Council, Masque
and Gown, and all branches of ath
letics.

Glen D. Chamberlain of Fort Fairfield, a member of Delta Kappa
Epsilon, graduated from Fort
Fairfield High School.
Harold II. Dunphy of Island Falls,
a member of Delta Upsilon, graduated
from Island Falls High School .
Class of 1921
Jerome R. Ervin of Houlton. a
George J. Cumming is a member of
j member of Zeta Psi. graduated from
Delta Kappa Epsilon and a graduate
! Houlton High School.
oi Houlton High School. In his fresh
! Dennis L. Jacques of Soldier's Pond
man year he won a Hiland Lockwood
j is a graduate of St. Ann's College,
Fairbanks prize, made the class track
I which is at Church
Point,
Nova
team, and had a response at the
' Scotia.
Freshman banquet. Last year he was
Bernard G. McMonnamin of Lime
Class Chaolain, and a member of the
stone. a member of Beta Theta Pi.
Biology Club.
graduated
from
Limestone
High
Philip G. McLellan is a graduate
School.
of Caribou High School, and a mem
ef Carilmi!
John L. hi a ism
ber of Delta Kappa Epsilon. During member of Psi epsilon,
his first three years he was in the from Caribou limb Scuool.
college band, and he has been elected
T h e o a o t v I’eDeuuill el Isl
leader of the band for this year. Las: a membe • of Do-ha l psilom
year he was captain of the second ’ ;'(>'!! island E.i ’ i -■ ' ' ' .’ !■ ‘ i:
bos-,hall t e a m .
L a s t y e a r u h o , h e m'Donald J. Itoheriwm of C
Cciine a member of the Biology C l u b , j member of l Vl: a l ' mdlo- .
E. Kenneth Smiley, a member of from Caribou Hick School.
Beta Theta Pi. transferred to l ’>o»v- | W a l d o G. W m m m r ■; o.- 1
doin from Dartmouth at the end of; a m e m b e r o > '-’ a " ho*
his Sophomore year.
He graduate 5 ad ed f r o m ! km ■ m !; ■ " ■ 11! ; b ;
from Caribou High Scuool in IIP 7.;
Last year he took parr i:t the Com- ; " i r n
me'ieement play, and thi- fall he has;
y>~v
U P V P 31 DP
made the Glee Club. Lam spring' he I
became a member of the Ibis.
no German b
The details t
Class of 1922

William W, Alexander of Island
Falls is a graduate of Island Falls
High School and a member of Alpha
Delta Phi. In his Freshman year he
candidated from January to June for
the assistant managership of track,
and won a nomination.
Wilfred R. Brewer of Ashland is a
member of Delta Kappa Epsilon. Dur
ing his first two years he was in the
college band and in the chapel choir.
Last spring he was elected an as
sistant manager of the Bowdoin Pub
lishing Company, and later the as
sistant business manager of this year’s
“Bugle.”
Millard A. Eldridge of Island Falls
is a member of Alpha Delta Phi, and
a graduate of
Island Falls High
School. He was a member of the Y.
M. C. A. cabinet in his first year.
W aldo R. Flinn, a graduate of
Island Falls High School is a mem
ber of Alpha Delta Phi. He has been
pitcher on the varsity baseball team
during his first two years here. He
has also been on his class track and
baseball teams Last year he was
captain of the class baseball team.
H e w as class vice-president during his
Sophomore year, a member of the
Athletic Council, and of the Y. M. C.
A. Cabinet. This fall he has been
'•looted class president to 411 the va•cancy in that office until the junior
elections. He is again a member of
the Athletic Council, and in addition
has been elected to the Student Coun
cil. Last spring he w*as initiated into
the Friars (junior society).
John W. Hone of Presque Isle is a
member of Sigma Nu. In Freshman
year he was on the class baseball
team, and on the class track team
both Freshman and Sophmore years.
Last year he was on the rifle team,
and on the varsity track squad.
Herric C. Kimball of Fort
Fairfield is a member of Delta Kappa
Epsilon, and a graduate of Fort Fairfield High School. In his Freshman
year he was a member of the Masque
and Gown, and last year he became
a member of the Biology Club.
Silvio C. Martin of Van Buren is
a member of the Sigma Nu frater
nity and a graduate of Van Buren
High School.

Arthur T. Whitney of Houlton is a
member of Delta Kappa Epsilon and
a graduate of Houlton High School.
Last year he played on the Sopho
more football team, and also was a
point-winner in the inter-fraternity
track meet He is taking the medi
cal preparatory course, and is a mem
ber of the Biology Club.

tor 1F2" tell a rema

TAKE A BOTTLE TO THE CAMP

Sarsaparilla

An Old Fam ily
Doctor's Favorite
Prescription

Creates an appetite, aids digestion,
purifies the blood, and thus relieves
scrofula, catarrh, the pains and
sidles o f rheumatism and gives
strength to the whole system.
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal
sales tell the story o f the great
merit and success o f H ood ’s Sar
saparilla. I t is just the medicine
you need now.

CONSULTATION
WITHOUT FORMALITY
'File Officers of the Houlton Trust
Company may be seen and consulted
freely at any time without formality.
It is to your advantage to have your
Cheeking Account with a haul-: lik<this which looks out for your last

Hood’s Pills help— fine laxative
or cathartic, according to dose.
Relieve headache, restore comfort.

„
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litm.C A I f t Y F O O T will instantly ru-
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No one, apparently, has the
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driven to the belief that these things
aiv allowed in order to demonstrate
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B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N
D IS C H A R G E

(G R A N U LES ;

ESI IND IG ESTIO N
M all (h i. - a d ” tod a y
w ith nam e o f paper
and you r address to
S C O T T

&

( Hi:

B O W N E

M A KER S O F
S C O T T ’S

E M U L S I O N

B L O O M F IE L D , N. J.

In

16

the

mat t er
last e\

of

3
ail
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i full d is -

Judge of the
said Court, and the
seal
thereof, at B a n g o r in the Nor t her n Di v i 
sion of said Di-iriol on t i e Dull day of
nctob.-y. A. D. twm.
( L. F.)
I S A B E L Sf I E E H A N ,
Deput y Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon
(Atte-U >:
I A BEI. SHEEHAN.

FOR

i
In Bankr uMey

Bankr upt , i
To the Hon. Cl ar ence Iia'e, Judge of the
District Court of the i ’ nited States for
. the District of Maine.
( '} I A it i , ES I .’S T I ; Y "I
bold
Eairtiel.!
in
the
Count y
of
Aroostook.
and
State of Maine, in said District respeet-

A s k Your D ealer For

Bonds now in circulation, fre e o f ch arge

11. -

Colli t

cal'

v V h e r e f o r e he n r n v s
d e c r e e d h y th e « ourt
c h a r g e f i v m all d e b t s

i I.

i •!

the “ Germany cannot pay” theory.
pe val.l e aim hist
i
The finarnv minister himself has his (.state uial. ■■ :
d
bv
confessed hi1- absolute inability to put except such d--Ms as
l aw fr om such dischargt
a cheek on the vast expenditures, and
has bluntly referred to several of his
,p >>!i ; w • ;nt:i :v.
colleagues as people mainly engaged
1hi n k r u p t .
in a scramble for money to finance
O
R
D
E
R
O
F
N
O
T
I
C
E
T
H
E
R
EON
schemes which they hope will justify
District of Maine, Nor t h e r n Division, ss
their existence.
1m
hi.h d a v "i
« «-?..b.-r A.
'•
“ Set up a Dictator”
1f1 >1. on r eadi ng the for egoi ng petition,
The cabinet has considered the mat it i s- ter at length and it has been discov O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t , T ha t a hear i ng
i>>- iiad upon th*- s ame on Mu- I ml: day .C
ered that nobody has any real power ! v c - m b e r A. 1>. I x ' ii. l M
. Vm r
to cut down expenditures, although at B a n g o r in said District. Nor ther n
everybody appears to have unlimited Division at 10 o ’clock in the forenoon;
rights to spend. So the cabinet has and that notice thereof he published in
the Houl ton Ti mes, a ne ws p a pe r printed
decided to proceed on the maxim of in said District, Nor t h e r n Division, and
“ when in doubt set up a dictator.” It that all k no wn creditors and other p e r 
has decided to appoint Privy Councillor sons in interest, ma y a p p e a r tit the said
Dr. Carl national finance commission time and place, and s how cause, if any
they have, w h y ttie pr ayer of said pet i 
er. He will possess no power to tioner should not be granted.
spend money, but unlimited power to A n d it is F u r t h e r O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t ,
the
Cl erk
shall
send
by
prevent other people from doing so. T ha t
The real fight should begin now. Dr. mail to all k n o wn creditors copies 0f said
petition
and this
order, .addressed
to
Carl, a well-known financial official, them at their places of residence as
is 45 years of age and in the service stated.
of Prussia has successfully kept guard , Wi t n e s s the Honor abl e Cl arence Hale,

ABSOLUTELY FREE

W e will e x ch a n g e these for T em p o ra ry

Diet

:■ia.■■. i■; ■
t v f all v

The national debt is being piled up.
a ml digits multiply till one is almost

Permanent 2nd Liberty
Bonds
%

least power to check the astounding
waste of money which is going

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Relieves Golic. or Cramps. Good for
Insect Bites.
Nothing better for
Sprain, Strains, Burns, Bruises, etc.
An all around remedy. Sold Every
where. No poisons or opiates.

Makes Food
Taste Good

Instant Relief fa?

FOR E M E R G E N C IE S

F. F A - I N C H & S C N
i . C. vurt (X, tv; t i n oci s

Clarence P. Yerxa of Houlton is a
member of Zeta Psi, and also a gradu
ate of Houlton High School. Last
year he became a member of the
Biplogy Club.

for the service

t!

baa

hi,

he p r a y s , ’ i ;;1r } t•- mn y be
the Cmu- t t.. llL Yt* a full d i spe fn m :t: ] d e l u r >y ; i !>!
against
estate u n d - f : n ; d D * n kr u] d v
A c s,
pr mi h l i . i ' C
IT e\i ■••pted
l.v

W h e r e f o r ee

la w fr o:i

First National Bank
of Houlton, Maine

Bankrupt.

ORDER
District

OF

NOTICE

of Maim*,

' *n thi - ."■•! I,

THEREON

Nor t h e r n

day

,.•

i

1!CD. on r eadi ng
it i s- -

tin-

Ordered

C o u r t , T ha t

by

the

Division,

-f , a,,.;

f or egoi ng
a

A

ss
| ...

jetirion.
heari ng

he l.:.,d up on the s a m e on tie- p.th d a v o'

l.elop

.1 1

at
B a n g o r in
said District,
Nor t her n
Division at In o clock in the
forenoon;
and th;tt notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Ti mes, a ne ws p a p e r printed
in said District, No r t h e r n Division, and
that alt known creditors arid other p e r 
sons in interest, may ap pea r at the said
time and place, and s how cause, if any
they have, w h y the p r ay er of said peti 
tioner should not be granted.
A n d it is F u r t h e r O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t ,
1bat
the
Clerk
shall
s e n d
hy
mail t . alt k no wn c f e d b o r s copies ,,f said
P-'tifi'i.
and this
o n | e r , addressed
to
them at
their pi.-m-s of
residence
as
stated.
Wi t n e s s the Honor-aide Cl ar ence Hale.
Judge of the
said Court, and the
seal
thereof, at B a n g o r in th.- Nor t her n Di vi w n of said 1>i f r'a-r. on the
day of
i ic- .h, r. A. D p.-ju.
(L.

S.)

A true copy
Attest:

ISABEL SHEEHAN,
1'eputy Clerk,
•tition and order thereon
ISABEL SHEEHAN
Deput y Clerk.

Houlton Savings Ba n k
^ H b U L T O N , MAIN.E’

Fine as silk,” is the way of expressing
quality, but it is true to the letter when
you say it of

William Tell
Flour

Clas of 1923
Edmund A. Albert of Madawaska
Is a member of Delta Upsilon. Last
year he was a member of the class
baseball team. In the strength tests,
be broke a record for first year men
which had stood for twenty years.
H is total strength was 993.
Byron F. Brown, a member of the
Beta Theta P i fraternity, graduated
from Presque Isle High School. He
is taking a
medical
preparatory
course.
Maurice L. Hussey of Mars Hill is
a member of the Zeta Psi fraternity.
H e graduated from Ricker Classical
Institute of Houlton.
Irvine W . Jardine o'f Fort Fairfield is a graduate of Fort Fairfield
High School. He is a member of the
Sigma N i fraternity.
. Lendall I. McLellan of Caribou is
a member of Delta Kapp
Epsilon.
H e graduated from Caribou High
School. Last year he won a nomi
nation for assistant manager of track,
after several months of candidating.
H e is a member of the college band.
H e made his class numerals in track
last year, and this fall played on the
class baseball team.
f
Cecil C. McLaughlin of Houlton is
graduate of Houlton High School,

Hood’s

. you cnc

lUe

ever-increasing government
gance.

over that state’s money banks for
yeanh
The German republic is leaving all
ideas of democratic control behind it
and is falling back more and more up
on those permanent officials who
directed and run the empire before
the war. Then the country was at
least efficiently administered by six
imperial ministries
Now it has 12
such departments.
“ These ministries," the finance min
ister asserts, "simply fall over one
am a her in their scramble to obtain,
large sums of money to carry out
sea i terbrained
projects to justify
their exisenco.”
‘"Phis year the state will increase
the number of its officials by nearly
25.000, which looks like a last des
perate effort to solve the uncmplom
meat problem as one paper sarcastical-1
!.. remarks.
The postofiiee (epart-,
ment, which is most ext ravaca ally I
and inefficiently run, shows a dHicit |
o ’ d,m 11),o111h '1111 marks, and that dm-,-,
p t<- the increase of at least P
cent in postal rates. It is the
with the railways. Before the
Die P ’amsiati oailwav.-. kept thee*
i ree nf : imbue! (Pd.i: now
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because it is actually as fine as the finest silk can make it
Every pound
of William Tell is sifted through blk. so fine that there fire 21,One meshes
to tiie square inch.
It must go through this silk— not just once, but thirteen successive times.
Because we take no chance on William Tell beins clean and fine and pure.
you take no chance in using it for all your halving.

Ask your neighbors who use it.

AN ACHIEVEMENT IN CRACKER BAKING
F r e e fro m aw eetn esa o f so m e crackers. N o a u g a r u sed. W h o le so m e .
Nutritious.
R e a lly y o u better taste these crisp y g o ld e n b r o w n crack ers.
U reter to d ay .
D e a le r s s u p p lie d b y w h o le s a le g ro c e rs at
P r e a q u e Isle, B a n g o r or] Po rtla n d , M e .

F . L . Jones Co.,

—

Cracker Bakers 100 years. —

(320)

Bangor, Me.

Tell your grocer.

They'll tell you William Tell.
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big American steamship lines like the for 5,000 persons easily three times a 1of nations, and this
s year they arc go- Senate, and Senator Norris is wholly
International Mercantile Marine Com day.
ing to vote solidly Republican. Inas- against the league,
pany, and would also have had a pas
The public rooms are ample and the much as Nebraska has a rather large
R might
be assumed that Mr
senger liner that could be sold in the swimming pool and gymnasium could t German population, their votes will Bryans disaffection from ( ’ox would
market.
easily he put into commission, the ofli- largely determine where the state will account in part for the unti-l)emoSince the injunction obtained by rials say. .More bathrooms would he he found on election day.
cratic trend in the State, but appurentWilliam Randolph Hears! in January needed and furniture and bedding for
Nebraska in 1916 gave Wilson a ilia- Jy it does not. You never h e a r of
moved into the Chas. Stanley house jast which prevented the Leviathan the cabins and public rooms.
j o n t y oi Pi.noo on t h e issue that “ he Bryan as figuring in the
situation.
Subscribers should bear in move
for fhe winter.
500,000, the U. S
being sold for $3,500,000,
When fitted out. properly the liner
us
<
’;it
1
)1
war."
This
year
Anyhow.
Bryan's
position
does
not
mind that all subscriptions are
Mrs. Henry Adams spent last week
.
. ,
r(w.0ivnri nn,.
in Houlton with her daughter, Mrs. Shipping Board has only lece ved one could be towed up tlit* Hudson and Nebraska is expen.-d to give a Repub- matter. Without him us a factor, or,
payable in advance and the pa Byron Stewart.
offer for the huge vessel and that was moored within easy reach of the Man l i c a n m a j o r i t y o f a l m o s t the same size with him as a factor. Nebraska this
per will be discontinued at ex
Shirley Ruth of Houlton spent Sun- from one of the. newly incorporated hattan shore, where the tenants could on the issue that
tried to put us year is pointed toward a fairly hea
piration. Notice of such expira day and Monday with his parents, Mr. ste.unsi1ip ijnes formed since the war, go ashore and return by tender at ! into the league."
vy Republican majority.
and Mrs. H. J. Ruth.
, ' t
4.,
, ,
hoi. nn
Nebraska also has a fairly large pop.
Miss Caldwell, a nurse from Houl-, which otteied to take hei on the stated hours.
tion will be sent out the First of
If the Leviathan became popular as illation of Irish antecedents. Thev
ton. is caring for Miss Grace Bvron j installment plan if the board would
each month .
furnish the funds for the recondition- a floating apartment house the engines too, are against the league. But the
who has been quite sick.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stimson of
, th Levjathttn, estimated at and main boilers could lie removed Irish in Nebraska are not expected
Houlton spent last Thursday with Mr.
h
...
$8,000,000 to $10,000,000 not including and sold as junk and the empty deck to vote Republican quite so solidly as
and Mrs. Henry Stewart.
Mr. Earle Hand is attending HoulMiss Frances B. Adams, an Evang- any repairs to the engines or boilers space, used as a lawn, tennis court and the Irish in some other sections of
ton Business College.
list front Boston, will speak in the M. beyond a general overhauling.
the country.
exercise ground.
Miss Faye Thompson attended the E. church next Sunday afternoon.
This
offer
was
refused
by
the
Ship
In addition to these two elements, a
State Teachers Convention in Bangor
Many friends of Mrs. Frank Little Sr
ping
Board
and
the
liner,
according
to
certain
number of Republican votes
last week.
are glad to know she is much better,
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Thompson visit having been very sick with pneumonia. officials in Hoboken, is likely to linger
will he based on the general disap“ T H E P R IN C E C H A P ”
ed Mr. and Mrs. W ard Hand of New
Mr. John Little and family moved [there until her rivets drop out and she
prcval ot ill? conduct of public nffmrs ^ itJi an nil Star Cast including1Lila. ILi6?rLimerick, Friday.
from Houlton to the farm which he j . j j g a , )art
by Wilson and the Democrats.
! SJ?.l;vn
Wi" iam,family
p*>’to.
n an*
Friends of Mrs. James W ebb will purchased
ouieiH. a \viy interesting
drama.
By M ark Sullivan
recently from Howard
Glant Liner8 unprofitable
Also W E E K L Y N E W S
be very glad to learn that she is Tingley.
League
Not
Unpopular
OMAHA, Neb. Oct. 30— Arthur
convalescing very satisfactorily.
The big Atlantic steamship lines
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bttbar and son
In Nebraska as a whole probably the
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Thompson of Lewis and Mrs. Henry Adams spent have discovered that the huge vessels ^ Mullen, a good Democrat, who knows
league is a little more popular than
Houlton and Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Sunday in Mars Hill with Mr. and
of the Leviathan class can no longer j eVervthing about Nebraska politics, Wilson personally. In the two large
T O M M IX
Taylor were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Anderson.
Mrs. Audber Thompson.
Mrs. L. O. S a wy e r was taken sudden be operated upon a profitable baal. |t()1(, me thjg story.
cities of Nebraska there are five daily
“DESERT LOVE”
Mr. and Mrs. W illiam Crane and ly ill last Saturday night. Many i because of the high wages paid to the
.
newsnnnprs imt frmr nf thom
nr Thi s play is luridly sensational as wel l as
daughter Reta of Linneus and Miss friends are glad to know she is better i crews and the price of coal, which
There is a little town in Nebraska
thrillingly western.
Elva Smith of Houlton visited at the at this writing.
has increased to such an extent and } called Bismarck. From the name you 1' arying dGSree*s 111 favor of the league. BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUEhome of Mr. and Mrs. L. L. McGowan.
i,
*
.
Only one is out and out opposed to it.
Miss Ardis Collins of Bellevue, New
Sunday.
York, has been visiting her mother, '* 80 ST e
f , T ?
B” eSS
°
’
Omitting racial prejudices and omitMrs. Jessie Collins, returned to Ban except the United States, Great
- 1Formerly Bismarck was overwhelm-1ting Wilson personally, if Nebraska
gor last week, where she will finish
M A R Y M IL E S M IN T E R
tain an
aPan*
ia
” 6
I ingly Democratic. The politicians and should take a referendum on the league
her course for a trained nurse.
in
Mercantile Marine Company, f o r
.
^
*
,
Relatives and friends here of Mr. instance cannot afford to operate the officials at the state capital in tabulat- " ^ a^ n8f_a,_one; ,the ' esult, m,ght fce t
Misa Gilpatrick spent last week with
“ PEG G Y R E B E L S '’
and Mrs. Byron McQuarrie were
Mrs. Harry Wilson.
different from what the election is I ’ome and see how P e g g y ge t s a father.
Mr. Charles Fanjoy and family have saddened to hear of the death of their Adriatic or the Celtic to the Mediter-! ing the election returns always knew likely to bo. And yet, even in Nebras
Also SCRREN MAGAZINE
6 months old daughter Geraldine on ranean during the coming Winter |that Bismarck would turn up 100
returned to their home.
ka. quite aside from racial prejudices,
Mrs. H. Benn and daughter of Sunday at their home in Hodgdon.
season.
Democrats
to
two
Republicans.
there is a large group of good and
Boston have been visiting relatives
~
In addition to the high wages, the
here.
thoughtful people who are sure that
Exactly
Reversed
M A D L A IN E T R A V E R S E
crews
have
to
be
larger
now
on
the
Mrs. Sophia Farrer of Houlton was
in
That was the case until this vear. America ought not to go into the
Cecil Harrigan is home from the liners than they were before the war,
the week-end guest of relatives here
“ T H E S P IR IT O F GO OD”
league. Senator Norris of Nebraska
woods with a badly sprained arm.
recently.
because the unions demand that one j At the primaries last summer, it was
o n e of the latest producti ons of the Fox
4
.*
.___ __
i
>s a man who represents the common Studios. A wonderf ul d r a m a with a won
Mrs. Mary Stewart of New York
Linwood Adams had the misfortune
man
must
only
perform
one
^ j exactly reversed. Bismarck cast 100 thought and aspirations of his people derful actress also MUTT and JEFF and
was the guest, last week, of Mrs. S. to break his wrist while cranking a man mus on y pet
matter how light it may be.
E. Taylor.
car on Sunday.
,
. .
,
.
i Republican votes and two Democratic as accurately as any
man in the an Educational comedy “ K I S S M E
CAROLINE.”
Philip, 8 year old son of Mr. and ample, the assistant cook, who is (
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Byron McQuarrie sympathize with Mrs. O. V. Jenkins, was operated up Shipped to toast bread in the galley, j votes. As Arthur Mullen puts it ruethem In the death of their little on Monday for the removal of adenoids. is not allowed to boil an egg: and the fully, “ There weren't enough DemoMrs. Clarence Cheney and daughter
daughter on Sunday night.
All are cordially invited to the Doris, who have been visiting Rev. assistant sculleryman. who is installed j orats left for seed!"
Special Gospel services at the Metho and Mrs. M. H. Turner, returned to to peel potatoes, is not permitted to j T ] i a t js t h e st()ry o f t h p G o r m a n .
dist Episcopal church November 7-28. their home in Mars- Hill on Saturday. remove the skin from an onion.
j Americans, not mcrelv in Nebraska.
Failing to elect officers, the Little
Services as follows: Sundays 11 a. m.
In other days the crew
of a ship were ’, ,)Ut everywhere.
The Germans
...... .
t
.
............. are
and 7.30 p. m. local time, every even ton branch of the American Red Cross
its
funds,
j
ready
to
do
anything
when
(
)
I
•;
against
Wilson
and
against the league
ing except Monday and Saturday at recently
turned over
Houlton from scrubbing the Captain's dog on ! _______________________________ _____
7.30 p. m. Boys and girls meetings amounting to $179.01, to
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 4 p. m. chapter.
Saturday night for the church s e r v ic e ;The belfry of the U. B. church is on the following morning to painting Notice ©f First Meeting o' Creditors
expected to he completed this week
In the Di strict Cour t of the Uni t e d States
for the Nor t h e r n Division of the Disand dedication services will be held the key of the keelson.
May Drop Bismarck
triet of Maine.
In B ankr upt cy .
Herbert Pryor has gone to Boston next Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
,A -&
Everybody welcome.
The Bismarck, under these circum In mat t er or
1
on business.
( ’liiitmi it. L o v l e y
Livingston
Lyons
and
Elizabeth
'
In
B;
m k r u p t o.v
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W hite have re
stances, is not desired by the Interna
McFadden both of Littleton, were
B a n k r u 1" l
turned from Washburn.
tional
Mercantile
Marine
Company,
T o dm creditors
of
said
Cl i n to i!
K
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Sharp were " In united in marriage Thursday. Oct.
22nd, by Rev, M. H. Turner. Friends and it is understood that the Canard L o v l t y of C a s t l e 11i l l in the (■oi' nty o f
Presque Isle over Sunday.
Line is contemplating turning the A r o o s t o o k a n d Fi s t ; ' rt a f o r e s a i d, ha n k M. A. Randall returned home Satur extend congratulations.
At this time Littleton citizens were Imperator back to the British Ministry r u p t .
day evening from Dexter.
N o t i c e i s h e r e b y iriven that m i the L’nd
Mr and Mrs Ellie Packard are stop raising an emergency fund to send of Shipping after she has made an
Mrs. Asbury Stockford to a hospital in
d a y of N< *v. A. I>. h e n tli«* sail 1 ( Mi nton
ping at their camp for a week.
Jt.
Lovl i •y
w a s
d u 1y
a d j u d iMr. and Mrs. Everette Higgins were Boston for the removal of a cancer, other voyage or two.
and Houlton Chapter promptly donat
cated ba n k r u pt ; and that the first meet i ng
%
in Cumberland Falls over Sunday.
of credi tors will be held at the office of
Mrs. Harvey Lunt has returned ed $50 to the fund. This act was very
EMEMBER, going through the moult is like going through
much appreciated by the citizens of
Kdw in 1.. Vai l , in I h mltoii ..ji the j nt h d a y
home from the Mars Hill hospital.
of the officials at Hoboken have sug- o f N o v e l l ! tier. A. i:
l : C " at 1a oM l oek
a long spelhotsickness. To force out the old quills and
Buy Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding Littleton.
in
the
forenoon
at
whi r h
time
Rings through Bridgewater Drug Co.
grow
new feathers saps a hen’s vitality.
the
said creditors ma y
attend,
prove
Mr. and Mrs. Wm . Boone of Milo
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hamm
and
eight
other
their claims, appoin t a trustee, exa mi ne
w ere guests Sunday at Allen Boone’s.
If you expect your hens to be fall producers and winter layers,
The M. E. Aid will give a chicken teachers of Houlton at their home on about 3.000 persons, which they claim the bankrupt , and tr ansact such other
then
feed them Poultry Pan-a-ce-a during and after the moult
Monday
evening.
A
pleasant
social
busi ness as ma y pr oper l y come
bef or e
•upper Nov. 6th, at Town Hall. Price
the 55.000-ton liner could do very said meeting.
evening
was
spent
playing
dominoes,
50c.
luf'-d ot I f». 1111>»ri. Nov. L'nil. 1|Cn.
The boys between the ages of 12-16 cribbage and bridge whist, after which comfortably. Her costly furniture and
E D W I N L. V A I L ,
fittings, worth more than $1,000,0(10.
met at the Baptist parsonage Thurs a delicious oyster stew was served.
Alta, little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ref er ee In Bankr upt cy.
day evening for the purpose of organiz Albert
Suiter passed away Friday, disappeared somehow atte, she Mas
ing Boy Scouts of America.
Mr.
Oct. 29th, after two weeks illness with j taken over in April. 1917, and have
w ill start your pullets and moulted hens to laying
Clark is very much interested in the
hoys and w ill have another meeting cholera. Her age was 2 yrs and 7 mos. not been located since by the Govern
tt contains Tonics that put your moulted hens in fine con
Funeral services were held at the U. ment officials
Nov. 11, at the Band boys Hall.
B. church on Sunday afternoon. Rev.
dition— Tonics that tone up the dormant egg organs— Iron
Experts connected with the big ship
M. H. Turner spoke words of comfort
that gives a moulted, run-down hen rich, red blood and a red
to the bereaved ones. Several selec yards in New York said that it would
tions
were
sung
by
Mrs.
E.
D.
Coy,
comb. It contains internal antiseptics that destroy disease
take
$2,000,Ubb
to
make
tin*
Leviathan
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams attended
germs that may be lurking in the system. No disease where
church in Ludlow, Sunday’ afternoon. Miss Hazel Wiley and Mrs. Waldo into a floating up-to-date apartment
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carpenter spent Carmichael. Mrs. J A. Stone was hotel.
The
six
passenger
elevators
Pan-a-ce-a is fed. It pays to feed Pan-a-ce-a regularly.
Sunday with relatives on the County organist. The floral offerings were are all in good condition and her
many
and
beautiful.
Sympathy
is
ex
Rd.
It brings back the singing— it brings back the scratching
Mr. and Mrs. W ilbur Harding of tended to the bereaved parents and spacious kitchens have ranges ready
— it brings back the cackle. That’s when you get eggs;
all
who
mourn
the
loss
of
the
little
to
cook
all
kinds
of
meals
and
there
.
Cary's Mills were callers in this
one.
and it’s ©eggs you want— fall eggs, winter eggs— when
town on Sunday.
is sufficient gear in them now to cater
The condition of Mrs. K. C. Snell,
eggs are eggs.
who has been ill for some time, re
mains unchanged.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
Mrs. H. J. Carpenter, who has been
In the District Court of the United States
visiting relatives here, returned to her
for the No r t h e r n Di vi sion of the D isThe skeleton crew on the former
home in Houlton, Saturday.
H O U L T O N , M A IN E
In Bankr upt cy.
triet of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Garret Fitzpatrick and American transport Leviathan, under tn the ma t t e r of
Among more than 137 products for
I
children of Littleton were calling on command of Captain John Jamison, re Joseph K. Levi ne
In Bankrupt ey the home. The J. R. Watkins Co., of
relatives here on Sunday evening.
Bankruot
|
tired commodore of the American Line
Winona. Minn., offers a DANDRUFF
Tell ns how many hens you have.
Mr. and Mrs. Kingman Snell of
Joseph
To the creditors of said
F.
to twenty
REMOVER
ANT) SCALP TONIC that
Westfield were week-end guests
of fleet, has been reduced
puntv <>f
Levine of Ft. Fairfield in tin
W e'll tell you how much
relatives In this town and in Houlton. sailors and firemen, who have been Aroostook, and District af oresaid, ha nk - promotes a luxurious growth o f hair
Pan-a-ce-a to buy.
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Haggerty and engaged during the past
week
in rupt.
if
used
conscientiously
removes
daughter Jean of Houlton. were dinner scrubbing the barnacles off her huge
N o t i c e is h e r e b y g i v e n t h a t < n tin
Old I
dandruff and stimulates the scalp.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Carpen
sides, which have accumulated with d a y o f N o v e m b e r A . | i. ItiL’ o ti n- s a i d
ter, Sunday.
J o s e p h F., L e v i n e w a s d u l y a d j u d i c a t e d
ASK
Rev. H. O. Cosman of Ludlow quantities of long green grass during bankrupt , and that the first meeti ng of
preached at the Laskey school house the year and one month that she has his creditors will be held at the office of
on Sunday morning, and will hold been made fast to Pier I.. Hoboken.
F . d w i n L . V a i l in M o u l t o n o n
the
I’ nt h
services in the ” B” school house next
Apart from the money the big liner d a y of N o v . , A. I >. 1 : ' o at in o ' c l o c k
Sunday evening.
in tiie forenoon at whi ch time the said
might have earned in carrying passen creditors ma y attend, prove their cl aims
gers to Europe during the rush reason appoi nt a trustee, exa mi ne the bankr upt
H O U L T O N , M A IN E
last Spring, when tonnage was in such and transact such other busi ness as may
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Gtldred attedgreat demand, it has cost the United pr oper l y come bef ore said meeting.
ed church in Cary Sunday.
D a t e d a t H o u l t o n N o v . '1, l!tj n.
States
Shipping Board $75,000 a month
Quite a few from this place attend
E D W I N L. VAIL,
ed the farmers meeting at Mars Hill for upkeep, which totals $975,000 for
Ref er ee in Bankr upt cy.
last Friday.
the thirteen months’ tie-up.
Mrs. Hattie Egears and son Elery
The Leviathan is 908 feet long and
w ere the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dell
eighty feet deep from the boat deck
Roaix, Sunday.
Mr. Perry Brown was the guest of to the waterline, so that by the time
his daughter, Mrs. Edna Scott, in the stand-by crew have floated their
Hodgdon, Sunday.
stages around her sides and cleaned
Mr. and Mrs. Orin Taylor were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rhoda them with their long-handled scrub
bers it will be time to start all over
in Houlton on Sunday.
Miss Leona Cooper, teacher of the again.
Stone school, was the week-end guest
Could Have Refitted L in e r
of friends In Limestone.
Shipping
men said recently that if
Mrs. Florence Dickinson of Union
Corner was the guest of her mother, a part of the money spent in over
Mm. John Grant, last Thursday.
building the merchant marine with
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Tracy and
vessels that are now blocking New
fam ily o f Am ity were the guests of
York
and the other ports along the
Mr. cad Mrs. Charles T. Egears, Sun
Atlantic coast had been used to refit
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ballard and the Leviathan a year ago the Govern
three children o f Pittsfield, Pa., Miss ment would have earned considerable
Amos o f Boston were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Taylor the past money by chartering her to one of the
V B R been scalded by a leak
week.
ing hot-water bottle? This
Our first Cradle Roll entertainment
NMIci of First Mooting of Creditors
can't happen with a Kantleek.
wee held at the home of Mrs. John
Grant lest Thursday.
There are In th« District Court of the United States
K a n tle e k Hot-Water B a g s
for the Northern Division of the Dis
twenty enrolled and there were ten
Tbs Dowagiac u theheaviest airtight
in die Dowagtac lasts a generation,
c a n 't le a k . T h e y are “onetrict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
there. The mothers aeemed to enjoy
stove made. W e ig h s 220 pounds.
Built by the R o u n d O a k Folks to
piece" water bags—moulded
In
the
matter
of
|
themselvea very much and the little
* n« ? n? strong, durable parts
outlast two o r three ordinary air-tighe
from pure soft rubber into a
Joseph
E
Gagnon
|
In
Bankruptcy
ones had a good time. W e w ill try
and long life in stoves. W h e re ordiwood stoves, the Dowagtac is by far
•ingle piece— no joints or seams.
Bankrupt
1
and have It a little earlier next year
naxywood stoves body iron soon bum s
cheaper to buy, length o f servios conMost hot-water bottles are made
To the creditors of said
Joseph
K.
so more can come. Report from one
out, the heavy 18-gauge boiler iron
lidtred. Holds fire 24 bouts.
in sections and cemented.
Gagnon of Van Buren in the county of
who wee there.
Cement cracks—bag leaks!

SURROUNDING TOWNS

Week of Nov. 1,1920

LUDLOW

Temple Theatre
WEDNESDAY

FINDS GERMANS
BEHIND HARDING

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

HODGDON

SATURDAY

LITTLETON

J

EGGS

BRIDGEWATER

T

“K ?

R

Dr.Hess Poultry Pan a ce a

LETTER B

LEVIATHAN’S UPKEEP
COSTS $2,500 A DAY

Try It

SPAIN

It Can't Leak,
Because It’s M ade
in One Piece

E

Mrs. Gso. Adams Is visiting relatives
in Bangor.
Mr. Cfcaa. 8tanley and family moved
to Houlton, Bangor street, last week.
Mrs. Byron W eirs and two children
of Haynesvflle are visiting Mrs. Issac
Bishop.
Mrs. Oscar Porter of Grindstone is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
O. Sawyer.
Mrs. Naomi Logie and family moved
to Houlton Monday, and will live on
Green street.
Mr. J. C. Glberson and family have

Dr.Hess Instant Louse Killer Kills Lie

THE WATKINS MAN

EAST HODGDON

LWNEUS

PUTNAM HARDWARE COMPANY

Aroostook and District aforesaid, bank
rupt.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 2nd
day o f Nov. A. D., 1920 the said Joseph
E. Gagnon w as duly adjudicated b a n k 
rupt and that the first meeting of creditors
will be held at the office- Edw in L . Vail, in
Houlton on the 20th day of November,
A. D., 1920, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon
at which time the said creditors may a t
tend, prove their claims, appoint a trus
tee, egamlne the bankrupt and transact
•uoh other business as may properly
oome before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, Nov. 2, 1920.

EDWIN Li. VAIL,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

W e guarantee a Kantleek for
two years—or a new bag free.
Ask to see the Kantleek.
You may need it tonight.

Outlasts Two or Three
Wood Stoves

Ordinary

DOWAGIAC
A IR TIGHT

Come in and examine this handsome, safe, dursHo
heater at once, we may not be able to supply you later
at any price,

M r
a

*

L. A. Barker Company

J. E. TA R B E LL & SONS

Oakfield, Maine

SMYRNA MILLS, MAINE

